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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to a method for determining a progressive ophthalmic lens. The invention further relates
to a progressive ophthalmic lens, a method for manufacturing a pair of progressive ophthalmic lens, a set of apparatuses
for manufacturing a pair of ophthalmic lenses, a set of data, a computer program product and a computer readable
medium associated to this method. The invention also relates to a semi-finished lens blank and to a method for manu-
facturing such a blank.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A wearer may be prescribed a positive or negative optical power correction. For presbyopic wearers, the value
of the power correction is different for far vision and near vision, due to the difficulties of accommodation in near vision.
The prescription thus comprises a far-vision power value and an addition representing the power increment between
far vision and near vision. The addition is qualified as prescribed addition. Ophthalmic lenses suitable for presbyopic
wearers are multifocal lenses, the most suitable being progressive multifocal lenses.
[0003] The ophthalmic prescription can include a prescribed astigmatism. Such a prescription is produced by the
ophthalmologist in the form of a pair formed by an axis value (in degrees) and an amplitude value (in diopters). The
amplitude value represents the difference between minimal and maximal power in a given direction which enables to
correct the visual defect of a wearer. According to the chosen convention, the axis represents the orientation of one of
two powers with relation to a reference axis and in the sense of rotation chosen. Usually, the TABO convention is used.
In this convention, the reference axis is horizontal and the sense of rotation is anticlockwise for each eye, when looking
to the wearer. An axis value of +45° therefore represents an axis oriented obliquely, which when looking to the wearer,
extends from the quadrant located up on the right to the quadrant located down on the left. Such an astigmatism
prescription is measured on the wearer looking in far vision. The term « astigmatism » is used to designate the pair
(amplitude, angle); despite this use not being strictly correct, this term is also used to refer to the amplitude of the
astigmatism. The person skilled in the art can understand from the context which meaning is to be considered. It is also
known for the person skilled in the art that the prescribed power and astigmatism of a wearer are usually called sphere
SPH, cylinder CYL and axis. Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the prescription expressed in TABO referential desired
for the left eye of a wearer. The axis of the prescription (65° here) gives the direction of the smallest power which is, in
this case, 3.50 δ whereas the highest power is along the direction which is perpendicular to the axis of the prescription
and its value corresponds to +3.50 δ + 0.25 δ = 3.75 δ. The mean power (also called the mean sphere SM) is the
arithmetical average of the smallest power and the highest power and is equal to 3.625 δ.
[0004] As explained above, the most suitable lenses for presbyopic wearers are progressive multifocal lenses. How-
ever, such lenses induce optical defects that must be minimised in order to satisfy the wearer. When an image perceived
by a wearer is formed through a lens, several phenomena degrading the imaging performances of a lens occur. Power
defect, astigmatism defect and high order aberrations are example of optical defects which impact the optical quality of
the image, then reducing its sharpness and its contrast. The optical defects also modify the appearance of the object
perceived by the wearer. Indeed, an object may appear distorted (the shape of the image is modified) and/or delocalized
compared to the object.
[0005] When designing a progressive multifocal lens, it is therefore sought to reduce as much as possible the optical
defects even tough it is not possible to cancel them completely because of the power increment. Thus, it is also sought
to spread the defects in such a way that the wearer’s vision is the least affected by the remaining optical defects.
[0006] The person skilled in the art knows how to compensate for optical defects which comprise among others the
power defect and astigmatism defect as described in EP-A-0,990,939, US-A-5,270,746 (EP-A-0,461,624) and WO-A-
98 12590. The lens designer has to handle two contradicting constraints when compensating the optical defects. On
the one hand, he needs to design large central zones to provide the wearer with comfortable vision, when reading for
instance. This can be done by pushing away the optical defects in lateral zones of the vision field thereby producing
important gradients in the periphery of the vision field which impact dynamic vision. On the other hand, the designer
needs to limit the gradients in the periphery of the vision field to improve dynamic vision; this being detrimental to the
size of the central vision zone. Known methods oblige to a compromise between central and peripheral vision perform-
ances.
[0007] Moreover, the above-mentioned methods do only consider optical criteria which first of all improve or degrade
the sharpness of the image perceived by the wearer. For instance, criteria of power, astigmatism and higher order of
aberration are dealt with. The lens designer will make a compromise among those criteria to limit distortion of the image
perceived through the lens. Thereby, the lenses are typically a compromise between sharpness and image deformation.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The aim of the present invention is to alleviate at least partly the above mentioned drawbacks.
[0009] More particularly, the invention aims to improve the comfort of wearing an ophthalmic lens for the wearer for
whom the lens is intended by improving the performance of the lens relative to image deformation, i.e. distortion while
guaranteeing a good sharpness.
[0010] This object is achieved with a method for determining a progressive ophthalmic lens as claimed in claim 1.
According to an embodiment, the first and the second reference axes are determined respectively for the first and second
portion of the first surface and the first surface is modified so that:

- over the first portion, the sphere value along the first reference axis is superior to the sphere value along a perpen-
dicular axis to the first reference axis; and

- over the second portion, the sphere value along the second reference axis is superior to the sphere value along a
perpendicular axis to the second reference axis.

[0011] According to another embodiment, the first reference axis is determined for the first portion of the first surface
and wherein the first surface is modified so that:

- over the first portion, the sphere value along the first reference axis is superior to the sphere value along a perpen-
dicular axis to the first reference axis; and

- over the second portion, the sphere value along the first reference axis is superior to the sphere value along a
perpendicular axis to the first reference axis.

[0012] According to another embodiment, the second reference axis is determined for the second portion of the first
surface and wherein the first surface is modified so that:

- over the first portion, the sphere value along the second reference axis is superior to the sphere value along a
perpendicular axis to the second reference axis; and

- over the second portion, the sphere value along the second reference axis is superior to the sphere value along a
perpendicular axis to the second reference axis.

[0013] According to an embodiment, the first surface is modified so that the first surface is a toric surface with a cylinder
axis in each point set to the determined reference axis.
[0014] The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the average axis of astigmatism of the
target optical function is the average axis of prescribed astigmatism or the average axis of total astigmatism or the
average axis of residual astigmatism for gaze directions intersecting the first surface over the portion considered.
[0015] According to an embodiment, the first reference axis is set to the average axis of astigmatism over the first
temporal portion and wherein the second reference axis is set to the average axis of astigmatism over the second nasal
portion.
[0016] According to an embodiment, each respective reference axis is defined by optical optimization to minimize the
distortion over the respective portion.
[0017] According to an embodiment, the first surface has an upper part constituted by points of intersection with gaze
directions corresponding to a negative lowering angle and a lower part of the lens constituted by points of intersection
with gaze directions corresponding to a positive lowering angle, a vertical axis being defined based on micro-markings
of the lens, the first surface being also modified so that:

- over the first portion, the mean sphere value decreases along any line parallel to the vertical axis orientated from
the upper part to the lower part, and

- over the second portion, the mean sphere value decreases along any line parallel to the vertical axis orientated
from the upper part to the lower part.

[0018] The invention also relates to a progressive ophthalmic lens as claimed in claim 9. According to another em-
bodiment, the first surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area, a cylinder axis equal to 155° plus or minus 20°, and
- in the second portion of the nasal area, a cylinder axis equal to 27° plus or minus 20°.

[0019] According to another embodiment, the first surface has:
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- in the first portion of the temporal area, a cylinder axis comprised between 0° and 90° ; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area, a cylinder axis comprised between 0° and 90° and such that the difference

of angle in absolute value between the cylinder axis in the first portion and the cylinder axis in the second portion
is superior to 20° (|γAX_T - γAX_N| > 20°), the cylinder axis being defined as the axis of the maximum sphere.

[0020] According to another embodiment, the first surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area, a cylinder axis comprised between 0° and 70° ; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area, a cylinder axis comprised between 0° and 70°, the cylinder axis being defined

as the axis of the maximum sphere.

[0021] According to another embodiment, the first surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area, a cylinder axis comprised between 110° and 180° ; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area, a cylinder axis comprised between 110° and 180°, the cylinder axis being

defined as the axis of the maximum sphere.

[0022] According to another embodiment, the first surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area, a cylinder axis being comprised between [γT-20°; γT+20°]; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area, a cylinder axis being comprised between [γT-20°; γT+20],

γT being the mean axis of astigmatism of the lens over the first portion of the temporal area.
[0023] According to another embodiment, the first surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area, a cylinder axis being comprised between [γN-20°; γN+20°]; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area, a cylinder axis being comprised between [γN-20°; γN+20],

γN being the mean axis of astigmatism of the lens over the first portion of the nasal area.
[0024] According to another embodiment, the first surface has a cylinder axis in the second portion of the nasal area
equal to the cylinder axis in the first portion of the temporal area.
[0025] According to another embodiment, the first surface is a toric surface.
[0026] According to an embodiment, the axis of astigmatism is the axis of prescribed astigmatism or is the axis of
residual astigmatism of the lens in the portions considered or is the axis of total astigmatism of the lens in the portions
considered, the total astigmatism being the combination between the residual astigmatism and the prescribed astigma-
tism.
[0027] According to another embodiment, the lens has, when being worn, an upper part defined for gaze directions
corresponding to a negative lowering angle and a lower part defined for gaze directions corresponding to a positive
lowering angle, a vertical axis being defined based on micro-markings of the lens and wherein the first surface has:

- in at least one first portion of the temporal area, a mean sphere value that decreases along any line parallel to the
vertical axis orientated from the upper part to the lower part;

- in at least one second portion of the nasal area, a mean sphere value that decreases along any line parallel to the
vertical axis orientated from the upper part to the lower part.

[0028] According to another embodiment, the first surface has a mean sphere value that remains substantially constant
along the meridian.
[0029] The invention also relates to a computer program product comprising one or more stored sequence of instruction
that is accessible to a processor and which, when executed by the processor, causes the processor to carry out the
steps of the method of the invention. The invention also relates to a computer readable medium carrying out one or
more sequences of instructions of the computer program product of the invention. The invention further relates to a set
of data comprising data relating to a first surface of a lens determined according to the method of the invention.
[0030] The invention also relates to a method for manufacturing a progressive ophthalmic lens, comprising the steps of:

- providing data relative to the eyes of a wearer,
- transmitting data relative to the wearer,
- determining a first surface of a lens according to the method of the invention,
- transmitting data relative to the first surface,
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- carrying out an optical optimization of the lens based on the transmitted data relative to the first surface,
- transmitting the result of the optical optimization,
- manufacturing the progressive ophthalmic lens according to the result of the optical optimization.

[0031] The invention further relates to a set of apparatuses for manufacturing a progressive ophthalmic lens, wherein
the apparatuses are adapted to carry out steps of such method.
[0032] The invention also relates to a method for manufacturing a semi-finished lens blank comprising the steps of:

- defining a first surface and a second unfinished surface, the first surface having in each point a mean sphere value
and a cylinder value and a cylinder axis;

- choosing target optical functions suited for a given prescription set, the target optical function defining, for each gaze
direction when the lens is worn, a refractive power, a module of astigmatism and an axis of astigmatism, each gaze
direction corresponding to a lowering angle and to an azimuth angle;

- defining a main meridian separating the first surface in a nasal area and a temporal area;
- defining at least one first portion in the temporal area and at least one second portion in the nasal area;
- for at least one of the first or the second portions of the first surface, determining respectively a first or a second

reference axes, the first reference axis being set to a value comprised between [γT - 20°, γT + 20°] with γT being the
average axis of astigmatism of the target optical function for gaze directions intersecting the first surface over the
first temporal portion, and the second reference axis being set to a value comprised between [γN - 20°, γN + 20°]
with γN being the average axis of astigmatism of the target optical function for gaze directions intersecting the first
surface over the second nasal portion;

- determining the first surface so that:

- over the first portion, the sphere value along the first reference axis is superior to the sphere value along a
perpendicular axis to the first reference axis; or

- over the second portion, the sphere value along the second reference axis is superior to the sphere value along
a perpendicular axis to the second reference axis;

- surfacing or molding the first surface.

[0033] Further features and advantages of the invention will appear from the following description of embodiments of
the invention, given as non-limiting examples, with reference to the accompanying drawings listed hereunder.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0034]

- Figures 1 shows a schematic illustration of the prescription desired for the left eye of a wearer expressed in TABO
convention;

- Figure 2 illustrates the astigmatism axis γ of a lens in the TABO convention;
- Figure 3 illustrates the cylinder axis γAX in a convention used to characterize an aspherical surface;
- Figure 4 illustrates the local sphere along any axis;
- Figures 5 is an illustration of the variation of a local sphere value in accordance with Gauss Formula ;
- Figure 6 and 7 show referential defined with respect to micro-markings, for a surface bearing micro-markings and

for a surface not bearing the micro-markings respectively;
- Figures 8 and 9 show, diagrammatically, optical systems of eye and lens ;
- Figure 10 shows a ray tracing from the center of rotation of the eye ;
- Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the effect of distortion in static vision and ways to quantify this phenomenon;
- Figures 14 and 15 show field vision zones of a lens;
- Figures 16 and 17 show the phenomena responsible for the distortion;
- Figure 18 is a schematic flowchart of the steps of the method for determining a progressive lens according to the

invention;
- Figure 19 shows elements of the lens;
- Figure 20a shows schematically a front surface of a lens obtained by the method for determining a progressive lens

according to a first embodiment of the invention;
- Figure 20b shows schematically a front surface of a lens obtained by the method for determining a progressive lens

according to a second embodiment of the invention;
- Figure 20c shows schematically a front surface of a lens obtained by the method for determining a progressive lens
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according to a third embodiment of the invention;
- Figure 20d shows schematically a front surface of a lens obtained by the method for determining a progressive lens

according to a fourth embodiment of the invention;
- Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the evolution of the sphere value of the front surfaces of lenses obtained by the method

for determining a progressive lens according to the invention;
- Figure 23 shows the evolution of magnification value as a function of θ;
- Figure 24 shows the evolution for one gaze direction of the difference between the magnification along the axis of

astigmatism of the lens and the magnification along the axis perpendicular to the axis of astigmatism of the lens as
a function of the cylinder axis of the front surface;

- Figures 25 and 26 illustrate the evolution of the curvatures of lenses obtained by a method for determining a
progressive lens according to the invention;

- Figures 27 to 30 illustrate examples of target optical function of lenses according to the invention for wearer with
prescribed addition of 1 diopter and astigmatism (value (diopters), axis(°)) of (0;0), (2,40), (1,20) and (3,120) re-
spectively;

- Figures 31 and 32 show a first example of a lens according to the invention;
- Figures 33 and 34 show a second example of a lens according to the invention;
- Figures 35 and 36 show a third example of a lens according to the invention;
- Figures 37 and 38 show a fourth example of a lens according to the invention;
- Figure 39 illustrates an apparatus for processing the method of the invention;
- Figure 40 is a flow chart of a method for manufacturing a lens according to the invention;
- Figures 41 to 108 give surface characteristics, optical performances and distortion comparisons for 12 examples of

lenses.

[0035] It can be appreciated that elements in the figures are illustrated for simplicity and clarity and have not necessarily
been drawn to scale. For example, the dimensions of some of the elements in the figures may be exaggerated relative
to other elements to help improve the understanding of the embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0036] A method for determining a progressive ophthalmic lens is proposed. This method enables an improved dis-
tortion without degrading the performance in term of correction of the optical power and astigmatism. This results in an
increased comfort for the wearer.
[0037] A progressive lens comprises two non-rotationally symmetrical aspheric surfaces, for instance but not limited
to, progressive surface, regressive surface, toric or atoric surfaces.
[0038] As is known, a minimum curvature CURVmin is defined at any point on an aspherical surface by the formula: 

where Rmax is the local maximum radius of curvature, expressed in meters and CURVmin is expressed in dioptres.
[0039] Similarly, a maximum curvature CURVmax can be defined at any point on an aspheric surface by the formula: 

where Rmin is the local minimum radius of curvature, expressed in meters and CURVmax is expressed in dioptres.
[0040] It can be noticed that when the surface is locally spherical, the local minimum radius of curvature Rmin and the
local maximum radius of curvature Rmax are the same and, accordingly, the minimum and maximum curvatures CURVmin
and CURVmax are also identical. When the surface is aspherical, the local minimum radius of curvature Rmin and the
local maximum radius of curvature Rmax are different.
[0041] From these expressions of the minimum and maximum curvatures CURVmin and CURVmax, the minimum and
maximum spheres labeled SPHmin and SPHmax can be deduced according to the kind of surface considered.
[0042] When the surface considered is the object side surface, the expressions are the following: 
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where n is the index of the constituent material of the lens.
[0043] If the surface considered is an eyeball side surface, the expressions are the following: 

where n is the index of the constituent material of the lens.
[0044] As it is known, a mean sphere SPHmean at any point on an aspherical surface can also be defined by the formula: 

[0045] The expression of the mean sphere therefore depends on the surface considered:

- if the surface is the object side surface,  

- if the surface is an eyeball side surface,  

- A cylinder CYL is also defined by the formula CYL = |SPHmax - SPHmin|.

[0046] The characteristics of any aspherical face of the lens may be expressed by means of the local mean spheres
and cylinders. A surface can be considered as locally aspherical when the cylinder is at least 0.25 diopters.
[0047] For an aspherical surface, a local cylinder axis γAX may further be defined. Figure 2 illustrates the astigmatism
axis γ as defined in the TABO convention and figure 3 illustrates the cylinder axis γAX in a convention defined to characterize
an aspherical surface.
[0048] The cylinder axis γAX is the angle of the orientation of the maximum curvature CURVmax with relation to a
reference axis and in the chosen sense of rotation. In the above defined convention, the reference axis is horizontal (the
angle of this reference axis is 0°) and the sense of rotation is anticlockwise for each eye, when looking to the wearer
(0°≤γAX≤180°). An axis value for the cylinder axis γAX of +45° therefore represents an axis oriented obliquely, which
when looking to the wearer, extends from the quadrant located up on the right to the quadrant located down on the left.
[0049] In addition, based on the knowledge of the value of the local cylinder axis γAX, Gauss formula enables to express
the local sphere SPH along any axis θ, θ being a given angle in the referential defined in figure 3. The axis θ is shown
in Figure 4. 

[0050] As expected, when using the Gauss formula, SPH (γAX) = SPHmax and SPH (γAX+90°) = SPHmin.
[0051] The figure 5 is an illustration of such variation for an example of a point of the object surface. This is the curve
22. In this particular case, the maximum sphere is 7.0 δ, the minimum sphere is 5.0 δ and γAX = 65°.
[0052] The Gauss formula can also be expressed in term of curvature so that the curvature CURV along each axis
forming an angle θ with the horizontal axis by: 

[0053] A surface may thus be locally defined by a triplet constituted by the maximum sphere SPHmax, the minimum
sphere SPHmin and the cylinder axis γAX. Alternatively, the triplet may be constituted by the mean sphere SPHmean, the
cylinder CYL and the cylinder axis γAX.
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[0054] Whenever a lens is characterized by reference to one of its aspherical surfaces, a referential is defined with
respect to micro-markings as illustrated in figures 6 and 7, for a surface bearing micro-markings and for a surface not
bearing the micro-markings respectively.
[0055] Progressive lenses comprise micro-markings that have been made mandatory by a harmonized standard ISO
8990-2. Temporary markings may also be applied on the surface of the lens, indicating positions of control points on
the lens, such as a control point for far vision, a control point for near vision, a prism reference point and a fitting cross
for instance. If the temporary markings are absents or have been erased, it is always possible to a skilled person to
position the control points on the lens by using a mounting chart and the permanent micro-markings.
[0056] The micro-markings also make it possible to define referential for both surfaces of the lens.
[0057] Figure 6 shows the referential for the surface bearing the micro-markings. The center of the surface (x=0, y=0)
is the point of the surface at which the normal N to the surface intersect the center of the segment linking the two micro-
markings. MG is the collinear unitary vector defined by the two micro-markings. Vector Z of the referential is equal to
the unitary normal (Z=N); vector Y of the referential is equal to the vector product of Z by MG; vector X of the referential
is equal to the vector product of Y by Z. {X, Y, Z} thereby form a direct orthonormal trihedral. The center of the referential
is the center of the surface x=0mm, y=0mm. The X axis is the horizontal axis and the Y axis is the vertical axis as it
shown in Figure 3.
[0058] Figure 7 shows the referential for the surface opposite to the surface bearing the micro-markings. The center
of this second surface (x=0, y=0) is the point at which the normal N intersecting the center of the segment linking the
two micro-markings on the first surface intersects the second surface. Referential of the second surface is constructed
the same way as the referential of the first surface, i.e. vector Z is equal to the unitary normal of the second surface;
vector Y is equal to the vector product of Z by MG; vector X is equal to the vector product of Y by Z. As for the first
surface, the X axis is the horizontal axis and the Y axis is the vertical axis as it shown in Figure 3. The center of the
referential of the surface is also x=0mm, y=0mm.
[0059] Similarly, on a semi-finished lens blank, standard ISO 10322-2 requires micro-markings to be applied. The
center of the aspherical surface of a semi-finished lens blank can therefore be determined as well as a referential as
described above.
[0060] Moreover, a progressive multifocal lens may also be defined by optical characteristics, taking into consideration
the situation of the person wearing the lenses.
[0061] Figures 8 and 9 are diagrammatic illustrations of optical systems of eye and lens, thus showing the definitions
used in the description. More precisely, figure 8 represents a perspective view of such a system illustrating parameters
α and β used to define a gaze direction. Figure 9 is a view in the vertical plane parallel to the antero-posterior axis of
the wearer’s head and passing through the center of rotation of the eye in the case when the parameter β is equal to 0.
[0062] The center of rotation of the eye is labeled Q’. The axis Q’F’, shown on Figure 9 in a dot-dash line, is the
horizontal axis passing through the center of rotation of the eye and extending in front of the wearer - that is the axis
Q’F’ corresponding to the primary gaze view. This axis cuts the aspherical surface of the lens on a point called the fitting
cross, which is present on lenses to enable the positioning of lenses in a frame by an optician. The point of intersection
of the rear surface of the lens and the axis Q’F’ is the point O. O can be the fitting cross if it is located on the rear surface.
An apex sphere, of center Q’, and of radius q’, which is tangential to the rear surface of the lens in a point of the horizontal
axis. As examples, a value of radius q’ of 25.5 mm corresponds to a usual value and provides satisfying results when
wearing the lenses.
[0063] A given gaze direction - represented by a solid line on figure 8 - corresponds to a position of the eye in rotation
around Q’ and to a point J of the apex sphere; the angle β is the angle formed between the axis Q’F’ and the projection
of the straight line Q’J on the horizontal plane comprising the axis Q’F’; this angle appears on the scheme on Figure 8.
The angle α is the angle formed between the axis Q’J and the projection of the straight line Q’J on the horizontal plane
comprising the axis Q’F’; this angle appears on the scheme on Figures 8 and 9. A given gaze view thus corresponds to
a point J of the apex sphere or to a couple (α, β). The more the value of the lowering gaze angle is positive, the more
the gaze is lowering and the more the value is negative, the more the gaze is rising.
[0064] In a given gaze direction, the image of a point M in the object space, located at a given object distance, is
formed between two points S and T corresponding to minimum and maximum distances JS and JT, which would be the
sagittal and tangential local focal lengths. The image of a point in the object space at infinity is formed, at the point F’.
The distance D corresponds to the rear frontal plane of the lens.
[0065] Ergorama is a function associating to each gaze direction the usual distance of an object point. Typically, in
far vision following the primary gaze direction, the object point is at infinity. In near vision, following a gaze direction
essentially corresponding to an angle α of the order of 35° and to an angle β of the order of 5° in absolute value towards
the nasal side, the object distance is of the order of 30 to 50 cm. For more details concerning a possible definition of an
ergorama, US patent US-A-6,318,859 may be considered. This document describes an ergorama, its definition and its
modeling method. For a method of the invention, points may be at infinity or not. Ergorama may be a function of the
wearer’s ametropia.
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[0066] Using these elements, it is possible to define a wearer optical power and astigmatism, in each gaze direction.
An object point M at an object distance given by the ergorama is considered for a gaze direction (α,β). An object proximity
ProxO is defined for the point M on the corresponding light ray in the object space as the inverse of the distance MJ
between point M and point J of the apex sphere: 

[0067] This enables to calculate the object proximity within a thin lens approximation for all points of the apex sphere,
which is used for the determination of the ergorama. For a real lens, the object proximity can be considered as the
inverse of the distance between the object point and the front surface of the lens, on the corresponding light ray.
[0068] For the same gaze direction (α,β), the image of a point M having a given object proximity is formed between
two points S and T which correspond respectively to minimal and maximal focal distances (which would be sagittal and
tangential focal distances). The quantity Prox I is called image proximity of the point M: 

[0069] By analogy with the case of a thin lens, it can therefore be defined, for a given gaze direction and for a given
object proximity, i.e. for a point of the object space on the corresponding light ray, an optical power Pui as the sum of
the image proximity and the object proximity. 

[0070] With the same notations, an astigmatism Ast is defined for every gaze direction and for a given object proximity
as : 

[0071] This definition corresponds to the astigmatism of a ray beam created by the lens. It can be noticed that the
definition gives, in the primary gaze direction, the classical value of astigmatism. The astigmatism angle, usually called
axis, is the angle γ. The angle γ is measured in the frame {Q’, xm, ym, zm} linked to the eye. It corresponds to the angle
with which the image S or T is formed depending on the convention used with relation to the direction zm in the plane
{Q’, zm, ym}.
[0072] Possible definitions of the optical power and the astigmatism of the lens, in the wearing conditions, can thus
be calculated as explained in the article by B. Bourdoncle et al., entitled "Ray tracing through progressive ophthalmic
lenses", 1990 International Lens Design Conference, D.T. Moore ed., Proc. Soc. Photo. Opt. Instrum. Eng. Standard
wearing conditions are to be understood as the position of the lens with relation to the eye of a standard wearer, notably
defined by a pantoscopic angle of -8°, a lens-pupil distance of 12 mm, a pupil-eye rotation center of 13.5 mm and a wrap
angle of 0°. The pantoscopic angle is the angle in the vertical plane between the optical axis of the spectacle lens and
the visual axis of the eye in the primary position, usually taken to be the horizontal. The wrap angle is the angle in the
horizontal plane between the optical axis of the spectacle lens and the visual axis of the eye in the primary position,
usually taken to be the horizontal. Other conditions may be used. Wearing conditions may be calculated from a ray-
tracing program, for a given lens. Further, the optical power and the astigmatism may be calculated so that the prescription
is either fulfilled at the reference points (i.e control points in far vision) and for a wearer wearing his spectacles in the
wearing conditions or measured by a frontofocometer.
[0073] Figure 10 represents a perspective view of a configuration wherein the parameters α and β are non zero. The
effect of rotation of the eye can thus be illustrated by showing a fixed frame {x, y, z} and a frame {xm, ym, zm} linked to
the eye. Frame {x, y, z} has its origin at the point Q’. The axis x is the axis Q’O and it is orientated from the lens towards
the eye. The y axis is vertical and orientated upwardly. The z axis is such that the frame {x, y, z} be orthonormal and
direct. The frame {xm, ym, zm} is linked to the eye and its center is the point Q’. The xm axis corresponds to the gaze
direction JQ’. Thus, for a primary gaze direction, the two frames {x, y, z} and {xm, ym, zm} are the same. It is known that
the properties for a lens may be expressed in several different ways and notably in surface and optically. A surface
characterization is thus equivalent to an optical characterization. In the case of a blank, only a surface characterization
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may be used. It has to be understood that an optical characterization requires that the lens has been machined to the
wearer’s prescription. In contrast, in the case of an ophthalmic lens, the characterization may be of a surface or optical
kind, both characterizations enabling to describe the same object from two different points of view. Whenever the
characterization of the lens is of optical kind, it refers to the ergorama-eye-lens system described above. For simplicity,
the term ’lens’ is used in the description but it has to be understood as the ’ergorama-eye-lens system’. The value in
surface terms can be expressed with relation to points. The points are located with the help of abscissa or ordinate in
a frame as defined above with respect to figures 3, 6 and 7.
[0074] The values in optic terms can be expressed for gaze directions. Gaze directions are usually given by their
degree of lowering and azimuth in a frame whose origin is the center of rotation of the eye. When the lens is mounted
in front of the eye, a point called the fitting cross is placed before the pupil or before the eye rotation center Q’ of the
eye for a primary gaze direction. The primary gaze direction corresponds to the situation where a wearer is looking
straight ahead. In the chosen frame, the fitting cross corresponds thus to a lowering angle α of 0° and an azimuth angle
β of 0° whatever surface of the lens the fitting cross is positioned - rear surface or front surface.
[0075] The above description made with reference to figures 8-10 was given for central vision. In peripheral vision, as
the gaze direction is fixed, the center of the pupil is considered instead of center of rotation of the eye and peripheral
ray directions are considered instead of gaze directions. When peripheral vision is considered, angle α and angle β
correspond to ray directions instead of gaze directions.
[0076] In the remainder of the description, terms like « up », « bottom », « horizontal », « vertical », « above »,
« below », or other words indicating relative position may be used. These terms are to be understood in the wearing
conditions of the lens. Notably, the "upper" part of the lens corresponds to a negative lowering angle α <0° and the
"lower" part of the lens corresponds to a positive lowering angle α >0°. Similarly, the "upper" part of the surface of a lens
- or of a semi-finished lens blank - corresponds to a positive value along the y axis, and preferably to a value along the
y axis superior to the y_value at the fitting cross and the "lower" part of the surface of a lens - or of a semi-finished lens
blank - corresponds to a negative value along the y axis in the frame as defined above with respect to figures 3, 6 and
7, and preferably to a value along the y axis inferior to the y_value at the fitting cross.
[0077] The visual field zones seen through a lens are schematically illustrated in figures 14 and 15. The lens comprises
a far vision zone 26 located in the upper part of the lens, a near vision zone 28 located in the lower part of the lens and
an intermediate zone 30 situated in the lower part of the lens between the far vision zone 26 and the near vision zone
28. The lens also has a main meridian 32 passing through the three zones and defining a nasal side and a temporal side.
[0078] For the purpose of the invention, the meridian line 32 of a progressive lens is defined as follow: for each lowering
of the view of an angle α = α1 between the gaze direction corresponding to the fitting cross and a gaze direction being
in the near vision zone, the gaze direction (α1, β1) is searched for which the local residual astigmatism is minimum.
Thus, all the gaze directions defined in that way form the meridian line of the ergorama-eye-lens system. The meridian
line of the lens represents the locus of mean gaze directions of a wearer when he is looking from far to near visions.
The meridian line 32 of a surface of the lens is defined as follow: each gaze direction (α, β) belonging to the optical
meridian line of the lens intersects the surface in a point (x, y). The meridian line of the surface is the set of points
corresponding to the gaze directions of the meridian line of the lens.
[0079] As shown in figure 15, the meridian 32 separates the lens in a nasal area and a temporal area. As expected,
the nasal area is the area of the lens which is between the meridian and the nose of the wearer whereas the temporal
area is the area which is between the meridian and the temple of the wearer. The nasal area is labeled Area_nasal and
the temporal area is labeled Area_temporal, as it will in the remainder of the description.
[0080] The invention relies on a study by the applicant of the distortion. Distortion is a defect which is not related to
the resolution of images impacting the sharpness or the contrast of the image formed by the periphery of the visual field
of the lens but merely to their shape. In ophthalmic optics, "barrel" distortion occurs with minus lenses whereas "pin-
cushion" distortion occurs with plus lenses; these are inherent in the optical characteristics of simple plus or minus
lenses. Distortion can be evaluated in different situations of use of the lens.
[0081] First, a fixation point is imposed to the wearer so that he keeps his eye immobile (thus the gaze direction is
fixed). In this case, the distortion which is evaluated is called static distortion and it is evaluated in peripheral vision
(named also indirect vision). Figure 11 illustrates the effect of distortion along a ray seen by a viewer in his peripheral
field of vision after passing through a lens. Thus, while the wearer is looking at a point A in central vision, some peripheral
points as point B are also seen. Due to prismatic deviation, the wearer has the feeling that the object point is in B’ and
not in point B. The angle Δ is a quantitative way of expressing the prismatic deviation which gives to the wearer the
illusion that point B is located at point B’. Several quantities can be calculated to evaluate distortion. For instance, we
can quantify how a vertical and/or a horizontal line of an object grid seen in the peripheral vision is being curved as it
can be seen in figure 12. In this figure, the grid seen without the lens which is not deformed is superimposed with the
distorted grid seen through the lens. Therefore, it becomes apparent that the distortion has an impact on peripheral
vision. Moreover, it also appears that the distortion can be quantified by calculating how a peripheral square is deformed.
For this calculation, figure 13 is an enlarged view of one square of the grid seen without the lens over which is superimposed
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the deformed square of the deformed grid seen through the lens. The square has two diagonals whose lengths are
labeled a. Thus, the division of the length of each diagonal is a/a = 1 in the case of the square of the grid seen without
the lens. The corresponding deformed square has two diagonals whose lengths are different and are respectively labeled
b and c, b corresponding to a diagonal longer than c. For this deformed square b/c is different from 1. The more this
ratio is different from 1 and the more the distortion is important in this area of the lens. Calculating the ratio of the diagonal
is thus a way of quantifying distortion.
[0082] Distortion can also be evaluated considering that the eye is moving behind the lens and this kind of distortion
is named dynamic distortion. It appears in the periphery of the central visual field and it is evaluated in central vision
(named also direct vision).
[0083] Thus distortion can be evaluated in static vision, i.e. the direction of gaze is fixed and distortion is analyzed in
peripheral vision. Distortion can also be evaluated in dynamic vision, i.e. the direction of gaze is free and distortion is
analyzed in central vision. Evaluation in static or dynamic vision is made depending on the intended use of the lens.
Reference can be made to publication « La distortion en optique de lunetterie » by Yves LE GRAND Annales d’Optique
Oculaire 5ème année N°1 Janvier 1956.
[0084] Figure 11 illustrates distortion in static vision. In dynamic vision, the quantities analyzed would be different -
magnification in peripheral or central vision respectively - but the conclusions remain the same, i.e. magnification vari-
ations must be mastered.
[0085] So as to reduce distortion, the phenomena which trigger distortion should be pointed out. Concerning progressive
multifocal lenses, two phenomena are involved. First, in the periphery of the field of view, the optical mean power in
central vision (and consequently the optical mean power in peripheral vision) increases when lowering the gaze direction
(or for when lowering the peripheral ray direction) from the upper part of the lens to the lower part of the lens. This effect
is due to the fact that to suit the presbyopic wearer needs, the optical power between the far and near visions of the
multifocal lens is increasing. In the following, the expression ’upper/lower parts of the lens’ means the upper/lower parts
of the central or peripheral field of view depending on whether static vision or dynamic vision is considered. This implies
that the mean central or peripheral magnifications of the eye-lens system also increases when lowering the gaze or
peripheral ray direction from the central or peripheral far vision zone to the central or peripheral near vision zone since
mean magnification is, at least at first order, proportional to mean power. A way of reducing distortion is thus to minimize
the difference in mean central or peripheral magnification between the far vision zone and the near vision zone.
[0086] Second, the power progression also generates residual astigmatism on both sides of the meridian line. This
observation can be shown by commenting figures 16 and 17 which represent a part of the characteristics of a lens
suitable for a wearer whose prescription is a spherical prescription (no astigmatism in the prescription). Figure 16 is a
schematic view of the mean orientation of the astigmatism axis of the lens, the mean value being calculated in the lower
part of the lens for a lowering gaze direction equal to 25°. Figure 17 corresponds to the variation of the axis of the
resulting astigmatism evaluated in central vision as a function of azimuth angle β for a given fixed lowering angle α1 as
it is shown in Figure 16. It can be observed that on each side of the meridian 32, for a given fixed angle α1, the residual
astigmatism axes are nearly constant for all given gaze direction (α1,β). For example, for the selected lens, and for α1,
on the temporal side, the axis of resulting astigmatism is about 150° and on the nasal side, it is about 40°. These
indications are reported schematically on figure 16. Residual astigmatism can be evaluated, such as mean power, in
peripheral vision or in central vision. Residual astigmatism is the astigmatism defect that means the astigmatism that is
not required to correct the wearer’s vision.
[0087] Astigmatism has an impact on distortion. Indeed, for each gaze direction, the astigmatism value is the difference
between the minimal optical power (optical power along the axis of astigmatism) and the maximal optical power (optical
power along the counter axis of astigmatism, the counter axis being defined as equal to the axis of astigmatism + 90°),
thereby resulting in difference in magnification between the two axes (the axis and the counter axis). Another way of
reducing distortion is thus to minimize the difference in central or peripheral magnification between these two axes for
each gaze direction
[0088] Minimizing the difference in magnification between these two axes for each gaze direction while maintaining
optical criteria, for example of power and astigmatism, thus enables to improve the performance of the lens relative to
distortion while guaranteeing a good sharpness of the image for the wearer.
[0089] Figure 18 illustrates a flowchart of an example of the method according to the invention for determining a
progressive ophthalmic lens. In this embodiment, the method comprises the step 10 of choosing a target optical function
suited to the wearer. As known, to improve the optical performances of an ophthalmic lens, methods for optimizing the
parameters of the ophthalmic lens are thus used. Such optimization methods are designed so as to get the optical
function of the ophthalmic lens as close as possible to a predetermined target optical function.
[0090] The target optical function represents the optical characteristics the ophthalmic lens should have. In the context
of the present invention and in the remainder of the description, the term "target optical function of the lens" is used for
convenience. This use is not strictly correct in so far as a target optical function has only a sense for a wearer - ophthalmic
lens and ergorama system. Indeed, the optical target function of such system is a set of optical criteria defined for given
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gaze directions. This means that an evaluation of an optical criterion for one gaze direction gives an optical criterion
value. The set of optical criteria values obtained is the target optical function. The target optical function then represents
the performance to be reached. In the simplest case, there will only be one optical criterion such as optical power or
astigmatism; however, more elaborate criteria may be used such as mean power which is a linear combination of optical
power and astigmatism. Optical criteria involving aberrations of higher order may be considered. The number of criteria
N considered depends on the precision desired. Indeed, the more criteria considered, the more the lens obtained is
likely to satisfy the wearer’s needs. However, increasing the number N of criteria may result in increasing the time taken
for calculation and the complexity to the optimization problem to be solved. The choice of the number N of criteria
considered will then be a trade-off between these two requirements. More details about target optical functions, optical
criteria definition and optical criteria evaluation can be found in patent application EP-A-2 207 118.
[0091] The method also comprises a step 12 of defining a first aspherical surface of the lens and a second aspherical
surface of the lens. For instance, the first surface is an object side surface and the second surface is an eyeball side
surface. Each surface has in each point a mean sphere value SPHmean, a cylinder value CYL and a cylinder axis γAX.
[0092] The method further encompasses a step 14 of defining at least one first portion Portion 1 in the temporal area
and at least one second portion Portion2 in the nasal area. Therefore, Portion 1 is included in Area_temporal and Portion2
is included in Area_nasal.
[0093] Examples of choice of these portions Portion1 and Portion2 are illustrated in figure 19. In the example of figure
19, the portions are discs which are symmetrical with respect to the meridian 32 of the lens. Those optical zones Portion1
and Portion2 have corresponding portions on the front surface of the lens. Each gaze direction delimiting the optical
portions intersects the first aspherical surface (the front surface) so as to define corresponding portions on the front
surface Portion 1_Front_Surface and Portion2_Front_Surface.
[0094] According to embodiments, portions Portion1 and Portion2 in the temporal area and in the nasal area may be
defined on the lens as follow: When central vision is considered, Portion1 in the temporal area may be delimited by gaze
directions of 0°<α<30° and -40°<β<-5° and such that resulting astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50
diopters. Portion2 in the nasal area may be delimited by gaze directions of 0°<α<30° and 5°<β<40° and such that
resulting astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters.
[0095] When central vision is considered, Portion1 in the temporal area may be further delimited by gaze directions
of 5°<α<30° and -30°<β<-10° and such that resulting astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters.
Portion2 in the nasal area may be further delimited by gaze directions of 5°<α<30° and 10°<β<30° and such that resulting
astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters.
[0096] When peripheral vision is considered, for a fixed gaze direction in primary gaze direction, Portion1 in the
temporal area may be delimited by ray directions of 0°<α<50° and -50°<β<-10° and such that resulting astigmatism in
the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters. Portion2 in the nasal area may be delimited by ray directions of
0°<α<50° and 10°<β<50° and such that resulting astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters.
[0097] When peripheral vision is considered, Portion1 in the temporal area may be further delimited by ray directions
of 10°<α<50° and -40°<β<-20° and such that resulting astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters.
Portion2 in the nasal area may be further delimited by ray directions of 10°<α<50° and 20°<β<40° and such that resulting
astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters.
[0098] When peripheral vision is considered, for a fixed gaze direction in the intermediate or near visions, Portion1 in
the temporal area may be delimited by ray directions of -20°<α<20° and -50°<β<-10° and such that resulting astigmatism
in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters. Portion2 in the nasal area may be delimited by ray directions of
-20°<α<20° and 10°<β<50° and such that resulting astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters.
[0099] When peripheral vision is considered, for a fixed gaze direction in the intermediate or near visions, Portion 1
in the temporal area may be further delimited by ray directions of -20°<α<20 and -40°<β<-20° and such that resulting
astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters. Portion2 in the nasal area may be further delimited by
ray directions of -20°<α<20 and 20°<β<40° and such that resulting astigmatism in the portion considered is more than
0.50 diopters.
[0100] When the lens is mounted, portions Portion 1 and Portion2 may be further reduced.
[0101] When a surface of the lens is considered, portions Portion1 and Portion2 are defined as the projection of the
above defined portions on the surface. In an embodiment, Portion1 could be delimited on the front surface by -20mm<x<-
2.5mm and 4>y>-11mm and Portion2 could be delimited on the front surface by 2.5mm<x<20mm and 4>y>-11mm. In
an embodiment, Portion1 could be further delimited on the front surface by -15mm<x<-5mm and 0>y>-11mm and Portion2
could be further delimited on the front surface by 5mm<x<15mm and 0>y>-11mm.
[0102] The method also comprises a determining step 16. During this step, for the first portion of the first surface
Portion 1_Front_Surface, a first reference axis Γ1 is determined based on the mean axis of astigmatism γT of the target
optical function for gaze directions belonging to Portion1. The value of the angle Γ1 is expressed with relation to the
horizontal axis by using convention as described earlier. γT corresponds to a mean value of the different axis of astigmatism
γα,β for gaze directions intersecting the first surface in the first portion Portion1. Mathematically, this means that γT = <
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γα,β >Portion1. For the second portion of the first surface Portion2_Front_Surface, a second reference axis Γ2 is also
determined based on the mean axis of astigmatism γN of the target optical function for gaze directions belonging to
Portion2. Similarly, the value of the angle Γ2 is expressed with relation to the horizontal axis by using the convention
described earlier and γN corresponds to a mean value of the different axis of astigmatism γα,β for gaze directions inter-
secting the first surface in the second portion Portion2. Mathematically, this means that γN = < γα,β >Portion2.
[0103] Alternatively, during the determining step 16, only one of the first or the second reference axis Γ1, Γ2 may be
determined.
[0104] Notably, during the determining step 16, only the first reference axis Γ1 is determined based on the mean axis
of astigmatism γT of the target optical function for gaze directions belonging to the first portion Portion1 of the first surface,
i.e. on the temporal side where distortion may bother the most the peripheral vision of the wearer.
[0105] Alternatively, during the determining step 16, only the second reference axis Γ2 is determined based on the
mean axis of astigmatism γN of the target optical function for gaze directions belonging to the second portion Portion2
of the first surface, i.e. on the nasal side where distortion sometimes bothers the wearer in a reading position.
[0106] The method further comprises a step 18 of modifying the first surface. The first surface is modified so that over
the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface, the sphere value along the first reference axis Γ1 is superior to the sphere value
along a perpendicular axis to the first reference axis T1 (condition 1) and over the second portion Portion2_Front_Surface,
the sphere value along the second reference axis Γ2 superior to the sphere value along a perpendicular axis to the
second reference axis Γ2 (condition 2). These conditions can be expressed mathematically as:

- condition 1: over the first portion, SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1) and
- condition 2: over the second portion, SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2)

where SPH (Γ1) is the sphere value along the first reference axis Γ1, SPH (⊥Γ1) the sphere value along a perpendicular
axis to the first reference axis Γ1, SPH (Γ2) is the sphere value along the second reference axis Γ2 and SPH (⊥Γ2) the
sphere value along a perpendicular axis to the second reference axis Γ2.
[0107] In term of curvature, the first surface being the object side surface, the conditions 1 and 2 can be expressed as:

- condition 1: over the first portion, CURV(Γ1) > CURV(⊥Γ1) and
- condition 2: over the second portion, CURV (Γ2) > CURV(⊥Γ2)

where CURV(Γ1) is the curvature value along the first reference axis Γ1, CURV(⊥Γ1) the curvature value along a per-
pendicular axis to the first reference axis Γ1, CURV(Γ2) is the curvature value along the second reference axis Γ2 and
CURV(⊥Γ2) the curvature value along a perpendicular axis to the second reference axis Γ2.
[0108] When only one of the first or the second reference axis Γ1, Γ2 is determined during the determination step 16,
the modifying step 18 comprises modifying the first surface so that either over the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface
or over the second portion Portion2_Front_Surface, the sphere value along the determined reference axis Γ1 or Γ2 is
superior to the sphere value along a perpendicular axis to the said reference axis Γ1 or Γ2. These conditions can be
expressed mathematically as:

- condition 1: over the first portion, SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1) or
- condition 2: over the second portion, SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2).

[0109] When only one of the first or the second reference axis Γ1, Γ2 is determined during the determination step 16,
the modifying step 18 may apply condition 1 over the first portion and let the second portion free of condition 2 or may
apply condition 2 over the second portion and let the first portion free of condition 1.
[0110] Alternatively, when only the first reference axis Γ1 is determined during the determination step 16, the modifying
step 18 may comprise modifying the first surface so that over the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface, the sphere value
along the first reference axis Γ1 is superior to the sphere value along a perpendicular axis to the first reference axis Γ1
(condition 1) and over the second portion Portion2_Front_Surface, the sphere value along the first reference axis Γ1
superior to the sphere value along a perpendicular axis to the first reference axis Γ1 (condition 1’). These conditions can
be expressed mathematically as:

- condition 1: over the first portion, SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1) and
- condition 1’: over the second portion, SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1)

[0111] Alternatively, when only the second reference axis Γ2 is determined during the determination step 16, the
modifying step 18 may comprise modifying the first surface so that over the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface, the
sphere value along the second reference axis Γ2 is superior to the sphere value along a perpendicular axis to the second
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reference axis Γ2 (condition 2’) and over the second portion Portion2_Front_Surface, the sphere value along the second
reference axis Γ2 superior to the sphere value along a perpendicular axis to the second reference axis Γ2 (condition 2).
These conditions can be expressed mathematically as:

- condition 2’: over the first portion, SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2) and
- condition 2: over the second portion, SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2)

[0112] According to one embodiment, when only one of the first or the second reference axis Γ1, Γ2 is determined
during the determination step 16, the first surface can be modified during step 18 to be a toric surface with the torus
orientated so that the cylinder axis γAX at each point is set to the determined reference axis Γ1 or Γ2. Such a toric first
surface will provide good performances in distortion whenever the cylinder axis γAX is aligned with the reference axis Γ1
or Γ2 determined based on the mean axis of astigmatism γ of the target optical function. This embodiment allows providing
a first surface personalized to the wearer, notably when the torus first surface is orientated with a cylinder axis γAX based
on the wearer’s prescription.
[0113] Examples of variations of the sphere value obtained when conditions 1 and 2 are taken into account are
illustrated by figures 20a, 21 and 22. Figure 20a corresponds for instance to the front surface of the lens of figure 16,
wherein the reference axis considered are indicated for a given ordinate (y = -10 mm). For the temporal side, Γ1 = γT =
150° and for the nasal side, Γ2 = γN = 40°.
[0114] Figure 21 represents the evolution with the abscissa of the sphere value along the first reference axis Γ1 and
along the axis perpendicular to the first reference axis Γ1 in the first portion - temporal area -for a traditional lens (Lens
1) when the front surface is a classical progressive surface and for a lens obtained according to the above-described
method (Lens 3). The condition 1 is fulfilled by the lens obtained by the above-described method (lens 3) since the curve
of the sphere along Γ1 is located above the curve of the sphere along the perpendicular to Γ1. In contrast, the traditional
lens (lens 1) does not fulfill the condition 1 since curves of sphere along Γ1 is below the curve of sphere along the
perpendicular to Γ1.
[0115] Figure 22 represents the evolution with the abscissa of the curvature value along the second reference axis
Γ2 and along the axis perpendicular to the second reference axis Γ2 in the second portion - nasal area for a traditional
lens (Lens 1) and a lens obtained according to the above-described method (Lens 3). The condition 2 is fulfilled by the
lens obtained by the above-described method (Lens 3) since the curve of the sphere along Γ2 is located above the curve
of the sphere along the perpendicular to Γ2. In contrast, the traditional lens (Lens 1) does not fulfill the condition 2 since
the curve of sphere along Γ2 is located below the curve of the sphere along the perpendicular to Γ2.
[0116] Figure 20b illustrates an example where condition 1 and condition 1’ are applied during the modifying step with
a reference axis determined only on the temporal side, Γ1 = γT = 150°. Even though no illustration is given, the person
skilled in the art can readily understand that the front surface of the lens could alternatively be modified by applying
condition 2 and condition 2’ during the modifying step with a reference axis determined only on the nasal side, Γ2 = γN = 40°.
[0117] Figures 20c and 20d illustrate examples where only condition 1 or condition 2 is applied during the modifying
step with a reference axis determined only on the temporal side, Γ1 = γT = 150° or only on the nasal side, Γ2 = γN = 40°,
the other side remaining free of any such conditions. A toric surface is one possible solution fulfilling said conditions.
[0118] The method further comprises a step 20 of modifying the second aspherical surface so as to reach the target
optical function for the lens and guarantee an optimum sharpness for the lens. The modifying of the second surface is
carried out by optical optimization for minimizing the difference between a current optical function and the target optical
function with a cost function. A cost function is a mathematical quantity expressing the distance between two optical
functions. It can be expressed in different ways according to the optical criteria favored in the optimization. In the sense
of the invention, "carrying out an optimization" should preferably be understood as "minimizing" the cost function. Of
course, the person skilled in the art will understand that the invention is not limited to a minimization per se. The
optimization could also be a maximization of a real function, according to the expression of the cost function which is
considered by the person skilled in the art. Namely "maximizing" a real function is equivalent to "minimizing" its opposite.
With such conditions 1 and 2, the lens obtained (such as the one of figures 20, 21 and 22) thus exhibits reduced distortion
properties while guaranteeing the target optical function, the target optical function being defined to provide an optimal
sharpness of the image to the wearer. Such effect can be qualitatively understood by the fact that the orientations of the
curvatures for the first surface are modified which implies that the impact on the magnification of the lens is modified,
resulting in a reduced distortion. In other words, the geometry of the first surface is chosen so that the distortion of the
lens is reduced. The second surface is determined to ensure optimal optical performances impacting the sharpness of
the image.
[0119] Steps 18 and 20 of modifying the first and second surfaces can be carried out by toggling between first and
second surfaces with a first target optical function associated to the front surface dedicated to minimizing distortion and
a second target optical function associated to the rear surface dedicated to ensuring sharpness of the lens. Such toggling
between first and second surfaces optimization is described for instance in EP-A-2 207 118.
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[0120] The determining step 16 of the method can be carried out in different ways.
[0121] For instance, the first and/or second reference axes Γ1 and Γ2 may further be determined based on the prescribed
astigmatism. The first and/or second reference axes Γ1 and Γ2 are therefore more relevantly determined, since they are
suited to the wearer. Notably, when prescribed astigmatism is high, the axis of total astigmatism is equal to about the
axis of prescribed astigmatism.
[0122] In the determining step 16, instead of considering mean values of the astigmatism axis for gaze directions
belonging to Portion 1 and to Portion2 to determine reference axes Γ1 and/or Γ2, one can consider the local value of
astigmatism axis for each direction of gaze intersecting the first surface. Conditions 1 and/or 2 or conditions 1 and 1’ or
conditions 2 and 2’ described above would apply for each point of Portion 1 and/or Portion2 when modifying the first
surface, each point being the intersection point between the said surface and the gaze direction.
[0123] In the determining step 16, the first and/or second reference axes Γ1 and Γ2 may also be set to a value comprised
between [γ - 20° , γ + 20°], where γ is the axis of astigmatism in the portions (Portion1, Portion2) considered. γT is the
average axis of astigmatism over the first temporal portion Portion1. γN is the average axis of astigmatism over the
second nasal portion Portion2.
[0124] Then, for the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface, the value of the first reference axis Γ1 is comprised in the
range [γT-20°; γT+20°], γT being the mean axis of astigmatism in the first portion (Γ1 and γT are expressed in degrees).
Similarly, for the second portion Portion2_Front_Surface, the value of the second reference axis Γ2 is comprised in the
range [γN-20°; γN+20°], γN being the mean axis of astigmatism in the second portion (Γ2 and γN are expressed in degrees).
According to an embodiment, the reference axes Γ1 and/or Γ2 can be set to a value equal to γT and/or γN respectively.
[0125] According to another embodiment, each respective reference axis Γ1 and/or Γ2 may also be defined by optical
optimization that minimizes the distortion over the respective portion Portion 1 and Portion2. The optimization could also
be a maximization of a real function. According to this embodiment, modifying the first and second surfaces can be
carried out by toggling between first and second surfaces with a first target optical function that minimizes the distortion
over the respective portion Portion 1 and Portion2 and a second target optical function ensuring sharpness of the lens.
Such toggling between first and second surfaces optimization is described in EP-A-2 207 118 previously mentioned.
[0126] Such embodiment with an optimization minimizing the distortion over the respective portions Portion 1 and
Portion2 enables to determine the reference axes Γ1 and/or Γ2 that give a lens with the most reduced distortion. In the
following, we will detail a way to carry out such optimization by using approximated analytical formulas.
[0127] The optical power Pα,β(θ) of the lens in a given gaze direction (α,β), along an axis forming an angle θ with the
horizontal axis, is the combination of the spheres along this axis of the rear surface and the front surface. If SPH_frontx,y
(θ) is the sphere of the front face at the intersection point of the gaze direction (α,β) with the front surface, along the axis
θ, and SPH_rearx’,y’ (θ) is the sphere of the rear surface at the intersection point of the gaze direction (α,β) with the rear
surface, the optical power along the axis θ is about the sum of these two quantities which means that 

[0128] Figure 5 is an illustration of this formula for a point of a front surface with a maximum sphere of 7.0 δ, a minimum
sphere of 5.0 δ and a cylinder axis γAX of 65° (curve 22 commented before) and a spherical rear surface (curve 42). As
expected, the optical power Pα,β (θ) (curve 44) of the lens for the gaze direction (α,β) along the axis is equal to the sum
of the sphere of the front surface along the same axis in the corresponding point (x,y) and the sphere of the back surface
along the same axis in the corresponding point (x’,y’), the corresponding points are the intersection points between the
gaze direction (α,β) and the surfaces. In this example, for simplicity, the thickness of the lens is considered to be equal
to 0 mm so that x=x’ and y=y’.
[0129] Then, approximation formulas enable to give an estimation of the magnification along a given axis forming an
angle θ with the horizontal axis as a function of optical power along this axis and the sphere of the front surface along
the same axis :

where Gα,β (θ) is the magnification along the axis forming an angle θ with the horizontal axis, L is the distance from the
eyeball side surface of the lens to the eye rotation center if central vision is considered or L is the distance from the
eyeball side surface of the lens to pupil if peripheral vision is considered, t the thickness of the lens and n the refractive
index of the lens.
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[0130] With the Gauss formula given before, the evolution of magnification Gα,β as a function of the angle θ is thus
known. Figure 23 is a representation of such variation for a gaze direction belonging to Portion 1 (Temporal Area)
[0131] The axis of astigmatism is γ as explained before. For any gaze direction, the axis of astigmatism is the axis
along which the optical power is minimal. The maximum optical power is thus along the axis γ +90°. Accordingly, the
minimum magnification is Gα,β(γ) and the maximum magnification is Gα,β(γ+90°). The quantity DGα,β(γ)=Gα,β(γ+90°) -
Gα,β(γ) is thus an evaluation of the difference of principal magnifications, which is the quantity that is searched to be
minimized for each gaze direction (α,β). Indeed, the presence of this difference generates distortion.
[0132] With the above formula, the quantity DGα,β(γ)=Gα,β(γ+90°) - Gα,β(γ) may be expressed. The minimum Gα,β(γ)
magnification can thus be calculated: 

[0133] Similarly, the maximum magnification G(γ+90°) can also be calculated: 

[0134] In fact, as the target optical function has already been defined, the values of minimal optical power Pmin and
maximal optical power Pmax are imposed for any gaze direction. They should therefore be considered as constant in
the formulas for the quantity DGα,β(γ).
[0135] However, the value of the sphere of the front surface along the axis γ and the value of the sphere of the front
surface along the axis y+90° given by the Gauss formula depends on the cylinder axis. This implies that the value of
DGα,β(γ) depends on the chosen cylinder axis. In other words, DGα,β(γ) is a function of γAX. This function when represented
enables to obtain figure 24. The example was carried out with a value of L of 25 mm for the distance from the eyeball
side surface of the lens to the eyeball, a value t of 1.4 mm for the thickness of the lens and a value n of 1.665 for the
refractive index.
[0136] The graphic of figure 24 shows that the quantity DGα,β(γ) is minimal for a value of the cylinder axis. In case of
the temporal area, the value obtained is 155°. A similar calculation made for the nasal area would lead to a value of 40°.
By choosing the reference axes Γ1 and Γ2 as being equal to these values (Γ1 = 155° and Γ2 = 40°), the quantity DGα,β(γ)
will be minimized, resulting in a reduced distortion. An example of carrying out of an optimization for the step 16 of the
method according to the flowchart of figure 18 has thus been described.
[0137] In addition, or in replacement, to conditions 1 and 2, other conditions may be further imposed in step 18 of
modifying the first surface. For instance, conditions 3 and 4 may also be taken into account at the step 18 of modifying
the first surface. The condition 3 requires that over the first portion, the mean sphere value decreases along any line
parallel to the vertical axis from the upper part to the lower part and condition 4 requires in a similar way that over the
second portion, the mean sphere value decreases along any line parallel to the vertical axis from the upper part to the
lower part. As defined above, the "upper" part of the lens corresponds to a negative lowering angle α <0° and the "lower"
part of the lens corresponds to a positive lowering angle α >0°. Thus, on the first surface, the "upper" part corresponds
to a positive value along the y axis and the "lower" part corresponds to a negative value along the y axis in the frame
as defined above with respect to figures 3, 6 and 7. The upper part of the first surface can be spherical, although the
first surface as a whole is aspherical.
[0138] Adding these conditions enable to locally reduce the local curvature of the lens. Therefore, the difference of
mean magnification between the upper part of the lens and the lower part of the lens are reduced. As this is a cause of
distortion, imposing conditions at step 18 enables a lens with reduced distortion to be obtained. Mean magnification of
the lens can be estimate by calculating the product of the magnification along the axis of astigmatism and the magnification
along the counter axis.
[0139] Figures 25 and 26 illustrate a lens for which the four conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 have been imposed at step 18.
Figure 25 is a representation similar to the representation of figure 19. A vertical line along which the variation of sphere
is represented in figure 27 is the line whose abscissa is constant, fixed to -10 mm. The variation of sphere is indeed
represented on figure 26 along the line for a traditional progressive lens (curve 62) and two lenses obtained by the
method of the flowchart of figure 18 (curves 64 and 66). The curve 62 is rising when passing from the upper part of the
lens to the lower part of the lens whereas the curves 64 and 66 are decreasing when passing from the upper part of the
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lens to the lower part of the lens.
[0140] Preferably, the mean sphere value is not increasing from the upper part of the lens to the lower part of the lens.
[0141] Further conditions, notably on the meridian as will be shown later in the description, may also be used either
in combination with conditions 1 and 2 or in combination with conditions 1 to 4.
[0142] As explained before, the method for determining a progressive ophthalmic lens enables a progressive ophthal-
mic lens to be obtained.
[0143] Examples of lenses suitable for a wearer with astigmatism are given on figures 27 to 30. The representations
of figures 27 to 30 are similar representations to the one of figure 19; the corresponding parts of description are not
repeated there but it should be understood that all the properties described in reference to these figures are included
here. Figures 27 to 30 correspond respectively to the axis of the total astigmatism of the target optical function when a
prescribed astigmatism is taken into account. The prescribed addition is 1 diopter and the prescribed power is 0 diopter
for the 4 figures but prescribed astigmatism is different. It is equal respectively to 0 diopters for figure 27, 2 diopters and
the axis 40° for figure 28, 1 diopter and the axis 20° for figure 29 and 3 diopters and the axis 120° for figure 30. For each
gaze direction, the axis of the total astigmatism is equal to the combination of the axis of the residual astigmatism and
the axis of the prescribed astigmatism. The axis of the residual astigmatism is given by the optical function suitable for
a spherical prescription. The values of the mean axis of total astigmatism of target optical functions over optical Portion
1 and Portion2 are indicated in the figures. For each prescription, reference axes Γi and Γ2 of the front surface that allow
the best performances in distortion to the wearer are equal about to the total astigmatism axes indicated in the figures.
[0144] So as to characterize the lens with reduced distortion previously described, several alternative features may
be used. These different ways of characterizing the lens are all linked by the fact that they improve the comfort of wearing
for the wearer for whom the lens is intended by improving the performance of the lens relative to distortion while guar-
anteeing an optimal sharpness of the image perceived by the wearer. Notably, using this feature may be a way to
characterize a lens obtained by any one of the methods previously described.
[0145] The lens may exhibit a property labeled P1. According to this property P1, the first surface of such lens has in
at least the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface of the temporal area Area_temporal, the cylinder axis γAX_T comprised
between 90° and 180°. If the first surface fulfils the requirement of the property P1, this surface also has in at least the
second portion Portion2_Front_Surface of the nasal area, a cylinder axis γAX_N such that the difference of angle in
absolute value between the cylinder axis γAX_T in the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface and the cylinder axis γAX_N
in the second portion Portion2_Front_Surface is superior to 20°. This can be expressed mathematically as | γAX_T -
γAX_N| > 20°, with the cylinder axes γAX_N and γAX_T expressed in degrees. This notably implies that the values of cylinder
axis γAX_T in the temporal area and γAX_N in the nasal area are different.
[0146] A lens which fulfils such property P1 exhibits improved properties relative to the distortion while guaranteeing
an optimal sharpness of the image perceived by the wearer. The comfort of the wearer with such kind of lens is thus
increased.
[0147] The optimum front surface for the lenses of examples of figures 27 and 29 verify this property P1, i.e. for figure
27 a cylinder axis γAX_T in the first portion Portion1 of the temporal area is equal to 150° and a cylinder axis γAX_N in the
second portion Portion2 of the nasal area is equal to 40°. Thus, the cylinder axis γAX_T is comprised between 90° and
180° and |γAX_T - γAX_N| = |150° - 40°| = 110°, which is superior to 20°. The property P1 is therefore fulfilled by the surface
of the example of figure 27.
[0148] Similarly, in figure 29, the cylinder axis γAX_T in the first portion Portion1 of the temporal area is equal to 178°
and the cylinder axis γAX_N in the second portion Portion2 of the nasal area is equal to 29°. Thus, the cylinder axis γAX_T
is comprised between 90° and 180° and |γAX_T - γAX_N| = |178° - 29°| = 149°, which is superior to 20°. The property P1
is therefore fulfilled by the surfaces of the examples of figures 29.
[0149] The lens having the surface illustrated on figures 27 and 29 will therefore exhibit improved properties relative
to the distortion while guaranteeing an optimal sharpness of the image perceived by the wearer.
[0150] According to a preferred embodiment for property P1, in at least one first portion of the temporal area, the
cylinder axis γAX_T may be comprised between 110° and 180° and, in at least one second portion of the nasal area, the
cylinder axis γAX_N may comprised between 0° and 70°. These values correspond to mean values for which the difference
of magnification is reduced as explained in reference to figures 23 and 24. According to another way of characterizing
such lens, the lens may exhibit a property labeled P2. According to this property P2, the first surface of such lens has
in at least the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface of the temporal area Area_temporal, the cylinder axis γAX_T comprised
between 0° and 90° and in at least the second portion Portion2_Front_Surface of the nasal area Area_nasal, the cylinder
axis γAX_N is comprised between 0° and 90°. If the first surface fulfils the requirement of the property P2, this surface
also has in at least the second portion Portion2_Front_Surface of the nasal area, a cylinder axis γAX_N such that the
difference of angle in absolute value between the cylinder axis γAX_T in the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface and the
cylinder axis γAX_N in the second portion Portion2 is superior to 20°. This can be expressed mathematically as |γAX_T -
γAX_N| > 20°, with the cylinder axes γAX_N and γAX_T expressed in degrees. This notably implies that the values of cylinder
axis γAX_T and γAX_N and in the temporal and nasal area are different.
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[0151] A lens which fulfils such property P2 exhibits improved properties relative to the distortion while guaranteeing
a good compensation for the "optical" phenomenon. The comfort of the wearer with such kind of lens is thus increased.
[0152] According to another way of characterizing such lens, the lens may exhibit a property labeled P3. In this case,
the first surface has the far vision zone situated in an upper part of the lens and the near vision zone situated in a lower
part of the lens and a portion of the meridian in the far vision zone defines a vertical axis. In addition, in the first portion
Portion 1 of the temporal area, the mean sphere value decreases along any line parallel to the vertical axis from the
upper part to the lower part. Similarly, in the second portion Portion2 of the nasal area, the mean sphere value decreases
along any line parallel to the vertical axis from the upper part to the lower part.
[0153] A lens which fulfils such property P3 exhibits improved properties relative to the distortion while guaranteeing
an optimal sharpness to the image perceived by the wearer. The comfort of the wearer with such kind of lens is thus
increased.
[0154] According to another way of characterizing such lens, the lens may exhibit a property labeled P4. The first
surface has in at least the first portion Portion 1 of the temporal area, a cylinder axis γAX_T equal to the axis of astigmatism
in the portion considered plus or minus 20°; preferentially plus or minus 10°. If the axis of astigmatism in the first portion
is labeled γT, the cylinder axis γAX_T in Portion1 is in the range [γT-20°; γT+20°], where γAX_T and γT are expressed in
degrees. In addition or alternatively, in at least the second portion of the nasal area, the cylinder axis γAX_N is equal to
the axis of astigmatism in the portion considered plus or minus 20°; preferentially plus or minus 10°. If the axis of
astigmatism in the second portion is labeled γN, the cylinder axis γAX_N in Portion2 is in the range [γN-20°; γN+20°], where
γAX_N and γN are expressed in degrees.
[0155] A lens which fulfils such property P4 exhibits improved properties relative to the distortion while guaranteeing
an optimal sharpness to the image perceived by the wearer. The comfort of the wearer with such kind of lens is thus
increased.
[0156] The axes of astigmatism γN and γT may be the axes of residual astigmatism of the lens in the portion considered.
Alternatively, the axes of astigmatism γN and γT may be the axes of prescribed astigmatism or total astigmatism of the
lens in the portion considered.
[0157] According to another way of characterizing such lens, the lens may exhibit a property labeled P5. According
to this property P5, the first surface of such lens has in at least the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface of the temporal
area Area_temporal, the cylinder axis γAX_T comprised between 0° and 70° and in at least the second portion
Portion2_Front_Surface of the nasal area Area_nasal, the cylinder axis γAX_N is comprised between 0° and 70°.
[0158] A lens which fulfils such property P5 exhibits improved properties relative to the distortion while guaranteeing
a good compensation for the "optical" phenomenon. The comfort of the wearer with such kind of lens is thus increased.
[0159] The optimum front surface for the lens of example of figure 28 verifies this property P5. Indeed, in figure 28,
the cylinder axis γAX_T in the first portion Portion1 of the temporal area is equal to 32° and the cylinder axis γAX_N in the
second portion Portion2 of the nasal area is equal to 41°. Thus, both cylinder axis γAX_T and γAX_N are comprised between
0° and 70°. The property P5 is therefore fulfilled by the surface of the example of figures 28.
[0160] The lens having the surface illustrated on figures 28 will therefore exhibit improved properties relative to the
distortion while guaranteeing an optimal sharpness to the image perceived by the wearer.
[0161] According to another way of characterizing such lens, the lens may exhibit a property labeled P6. According
to this property P6, the first surface of such lens has in at least the first portion Portion1_Front_Surface of the temporal
area Area_temporal, the cylinder axis γAX_T comprised between 110° and 180° and in at least the second portion
Portion2_Front_Surface of the nasal area Area_nasal, the cylinder axis γAX_N is comprised between 110° and 180°.
[0162] A lens which fulfils such property P6 exhibits improved properties relative to the distortion while guaranteeing
a good compensation for the "optical" phenomenon. The comfort of the wearer with such kind of lens is thus increased.
[0163] The optimum front surface for the lens of example of figure 30 verifies this property P6. Indeed, in figure 30,
the cylinder axis γAX_T in the first portion Portion1 of the temporal area is equal to 127° and the cylinder axis γAX_N in
the second portion Portion2 of the nasal area is equal to 120°. Thus, both cylinder axis γAX_T and γAX_N are comprised
between 110° and 180°. The property P6 is therefore fulfilled by the surface of the example of figures 30.
[0164] The lens having the surface illustrated on figures 30 will therefore exhibit improved properties relative to the
distortion while guaranteeing an optimal sharpness to the image perceived by the wearer.
[0165] The lens according to the invention may thus be characterized by any one of property P1 to P6. It should further
be understood that for each property, this implies that condition 1 and condition 2 are fulfilled for this lens.
[0166] In addition, the lens may exhibit several properties Pi when relevant. Notably, the lens may present the com-
bination of properties P1 and P3 or the combination of properties P2 and P3 or the combination of properties P4 and
P3 or the combination of properties P5 and P3 or the combination of properties P6 and P3.
[0167] Further to the properties Pi already described, the lens may have further features. For instance, the first surface
may have a substantially umbilic meridian. This case is illustrated by figures 31 and 32. Figure 31 indicates a cylinder
axis on the temporal area which is 146° and a cylinder axis on the nasal area which is 38°. Figure 32 is a figure representing
the variation of the mean sphere of the front surface along the meridian (the center curve of the 3 curves) with respect
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to the mean sphere value of the point corresponding to the far vision prescription point. The vertical axis is Y. Figure 32
shows that the meridian is indeed substantially umbilic since the cylinder is close to zero. Imposing such a meridian at
step 18 of the method according to the flowchart of figure 18 is thus a condition which may be advantageous since it
enables after step 20 to provide a lens to the wearer in which there is no deformation of the central vision along the
optical meridian for a spherical prescription. The surface is defined for the prescription whose optical characteristic of
the lens is defined in Figure 27. This surface meets conditions 1,2,3,4. In order to obtain a maximal performance in
distortion the absolute value of the mean sphere which is negative has to be very high inducing manufacturing problem.
[0168] The figures 33 and 34 illustrate an example of a surface which also meets conditions 1, 2, 3, 4. These figures
33 and 34 corresponds respectively to figures 31 and 32. Figure 33 indicates that a cylinder axis on the temporal area
which is 115° and a cylinder axis on the nasal area which is 60°. Figure 34 shows that the meridian of the lens is not
umbilic. This surface exhibits more cylinder value in the periphery than the surface illustrated in Figure 31 and 32 without
imposing that the absolute value of the mean sphere which is negative to be very high. This can be advantageous for
manufacturing process. In order to reach the prescribed addition, more the absolute value of the mean sphere at the
corresponding point to the near gaze direction on the front surface and more the mean sphere on the back surface at
the corresponding point will be high. So it is advantageous to reduce this value.
[0169] The figures 35 and 36, which correspond respectively to figures 31 and 32 illustrates a surface which only meet
conditions 1 and 2. Figure 35 indicates that a cylinder axis on the temporal area is 100° and a cylinder axis on the nasal
area is 80°. Based on figure 36, it can be noticed that the first surface of the lens has a mean sphere value that remains
substantially constant along the meridian. This surface can be advantageous for the manufacturing process.
[0170] The figures 37 and 38 illustrate another example of a lens having a toric front face. These figures 37 and 38
corresponds respectively to figures 31 and 32. Figure 37 indicates that a cylinder axis on the temporal area which is
145° and a cylinder axis on the nasal area which is 145°. Based on figure 38, it can be noticed that the first surface of
the lens has a mean sphere value that remains substantially constant along the meridian. When the prescribed astig-
matism is high compared to the value of the residual astigmatism, the axis of the total astigmatism is equal about to the
prescribed astigmatism. A toric surface such as the surface illustrated in figures 37 and 38 will provide good performance
in distortion for a prescribed axis about 145° when the value of prescribed astigmatism is high. For instance if the lens
has to exhibit an addition value of about 1 diopter, then the residual astigmatism in the periphery will be about 1 diopter.
Then for a prescribed astigmatism of about 2 diopters, the surface will provide good performance in distortion. This
surface is also advantageous for manufacturing process.
[0171] Such a toric front surface will also provide better performances in distortion that traditional front surface for
wearers whose prescribed astigmatism is low when a reference axis of about 145° is determined either on the temporal
area or on the nasal area and a cylinder axis is set to 145° over both the temporal area and the nasal area. Thus,
performances are partially improved since only the temporal side or the nasal side is improved in distortion.
[0172] A toric surface will also provide good performance in distortion whatever the prescription, so whatever the total,
residual or prescribed astigmatism.
[0173] For instance, the front surface of the lens may have a cylinder axis γAX_T in the first portion Portion1 of the
temporal area equal to the axis of astigmatism γT in said first portion, and a cylinder axis γAX_N in the second portion
Portion2 of the nasal area also equal to γT. Alternatively, the front surface of the lens may have a cylinder axis γAX_N in
the second portion Portion2 of the nasal area equal to the axis of astigmatism γN in said second portion, and a cylinder
axis γAX_T in the first portion Portion 1 of the temporal area also equal to γN.
[0174] Each one of the lens previously described may be obtained by the method of determining a progressive oph-
thalmic lens previously described. This method can be implemented on a computer. In this context, unless specifically
stated otherwise, it is appreciated that throughout this specification discussions utilizing terms such as "computing",
"calculating" "generating", or the like, refer to the action and/or processes of a computer or computing system, or similar
electronic computing device, that manipulate and/or transform data represented as physical, such as electronic, quantities
within the computing system’s registers and/or memories into other data similarly represented as physical quantities
within the computing system’s memories, registers or other such information storage, transmission or display devices.
[0175] A computer program product comprising one or more stored sequence of instruction that is accessible to a
processor and which, when executed by the processor, causes the processor to carry out the steps of the method is
also proposed.
[0176] Such a computer program may be stored in a computer readable storage medium, such as, but is not limited
to, any type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD-ROMs, magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs),
random access memories (RAMs) electrically programmable read-only memories (EPROMs), electrically erasable and
programmable read only memories (EEPROMs), magnetic or optical cards, or any other type of media suitable for storing
electronic instructions, and capable of being coupled to a computer system bus. A computer-readable medium carrying
one or more sequences of instructions of the computer program product is thus proposed. This enables to carry out the
method in any location.
[0177] The processes and displays presented herein are not inherently related to any particular computer or other
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apparatus. Various general purpose systems may be used with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or
it may prove convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to perform the desired method. The desired structure
for a variety of these systems will appear from the description below. In addition, embodiments of the present invention
are not described with reference to any particular programming language. It will be appreciated that a variety of pro-
gramming languages may be used to implement the teachings of the inventions as described herein.
[0178] Many apparatuses or processes may be used to obtain the pair of lenses using a first surface of a lens determined
according to the method previously described. The processes often imply an exchange of a set of data. For instance,
this set of data may comprise only the first surface of a lens determined according to the method. This set of data may
preferably further comprise data relating to the eyes of the wearer such that with this set, the progressive ophthalmic
lens can be manufactured.
[0179] This exchange of data may be schematically understood by the apparatus of figure 39 which represents an
apparatus 333 for receiving numerical data. It comprises a keyboard 88, a display 104, an external information center
86, a receiver of data 102, linked to an input/ouput device 98 of an apparatus for data processing 100 which is realized
there as a logic unit.
[0180] The apparatus for data processing 100 comprises, linked between them by a data and address bus 92:

- a central processing unit 90;
- a RAM memory 96,
- a ROM memory 94, and
- said input/ouput device 98.

[0181] Said elements illustrated in figure 39 are well known for the person skilled in the art. Those elements are not
described any further.
[0182] To obtain a progressive ophthalmic lens corresponding to a wearer prescription, semi-finished ophthalmic lens
blanks can be provided by a lens manufacturer to the prescription labs. Generally, a semi-finished ophthalmic lens blank
comprises a first surface corresponding to an optical reference surface, for example a progressive surface in the case
of progressive addition lenses, and a second unfinished surface. A semi-finished lens blank having suitable optical
characteristics, is selected based on the wearer prescription. The unfinished surface is finally machined and polished
by the prescription lab so as to obtain a surface complying with the prescription. An ophthalmic lens complying with the
prescription is thus obtained.
[0183] Notably, according to the invention, semi-finished lens blanks can be provided with a first surface meeting the
conditions previously described with reference to the first surface of a progressive ophthalmic lens.
[0184] To provide such semi-finished lens blanks, a target optical function must be chosen for each set of prescriptions
(similarly to step 10 in figure 18). A first aspherical surface and a second unfinished surface are defined (similarly to
step 12 in figure 18). At least one reference axis Γ1 or Γ2 is determined not only based on the mean axis of astigmatism
γT and γN of the target optical function for gaze directions belonging to Portion 1 and Portion2 but also on mean axis of
astigmatism for lenses of the set of prescriptions. The first apsherical surface of the semi-finished lens blank is then
modified to meet the conditions 1 and 2 or 1 and 1’ or 2 and 2’ and/or 3 and 4 defined above.
[0185] However, other method for manufacturing may be used. The method according to figure 40 is an example. The
method for manufacturing comprises a step 74 of providing data relating to the eyes of the wearer at a first location. The
data are transmitted from the first location to a second location at the step 76 of the method. The progressive ophthalmic
lens is then determined at step 78 at the second location according to the method for determining previously described.
The method for manufacturing further comprises a step 80 of transmitting relative to the first surface to the first location.
The method also comprises a step 82 of carrying out an optical optimization based on the data relative to the first surface
transmitted. The method further encompasses a step of transmitting 84 the result of the optical optimization to a third
location. The method further encompasses a step of manufacturing 86 the progressive ophthalmic lens according to the
result of the optical optimization.
[0186] Such method of manufacturing makes it possible to obtain a progressive ophthalmic lens with a reduced
distortion without degrading the other optical performances of the lens.
[0187] The transmitting steps 76 and 80 can be achieved electronically. This enables to accelerate the method. The
progressive ophthalmic lens is manufactured more rapidly.
[0188] To improve this effect, the first location, the second location and the third location may just be three different
systems, one devoted to the collecting of data, one to calculation and the other to manufacturing, the three systems
being situated in the same building. However, the three locations may also be three different companies, for instance
one being a spectacle seller (optician), one being a laboratory and the other one a lens designer.
[0189] A set of apparatuses for manufacturing a progressive ophthalmic lens, wherein the apparatuses are adapted
to carry out the method for manufacturing is also disclosed.
[0190] The invention shall be further illustrated by the use of the following examples.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES OF THE EXAMPLES

[0191] As explained before, a surface may thus be locally defined by a triplet constituted by the maximum sphere
SPHmax, the minimum sphere SPHmin and the cylinder axis γAX.
[0192] Surface characterizations of the examples are thus given by giving map of the maximum sphere, the minimum
sphere and the cylinder axis for each surface considered.
[0193] Figures 41, 48, 55, 62, 69, 86 and 95 are minimum sphere maps. The vertical and horizontal axis of the maps
are the values of the abscissa X (in mm) and of the ordinate Y (in mm). The iso-value curves indicated in these maps
connect points which correspond to a same minimum sphere value. The respective minimum sphere values for the
curves are incremented by 0.10 diopter between neighboring curves, and are indicated on some of these curves.
[0194] Figures 42, 49, 56, 63, 70, 87 and 96 are maximum sphere maps. The vertical and horizontal axis of the maps
are the values of the abscissa X (in mm) and of the ordinate Y (in mm). The iso-value curves indicated in these maps
connect points which correspond to a same maximum sphere value. The respective maximum sphere values for the
curves are incremented by 0.10 diopter between neighboring curves, and are indicated on some of these curves.
[0195] Figures 43, 50, 57, 64, 71, 88 and 97 are cylinder axis maps. The vertical and horizontal axis of the maps are
the values of the abscissa X (in mm) and of the ordinate Y (in mm). The isometric curves indicated in these maps connect
points which correspond to a same cylinder axis value. The respective cylinder axis values for the curves are incremented
by 5° between neighboring curves, and are indicated on some of these curves. The front surfaces of exemplified lenses
have a mean cylinder of at least 0.25 diopter on the portions considered, preferentially of at least 1 diopter, and prefer-
entially 2 diopters. The more the cylinder is high and well oriented, the lowest would be the distortion and the least
sensible is the distortion to the axis orientation over the front surface.
[0196] Figures 102 and 105 give maximum and minimum sphere profiles for toric front surfaces.
[0197] Figures 44, 45, 46, 47, 51, 52, 53, 54, 58, 59, 60, 61, 65, 66, 67, 68, 72, 73, 74, 75, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 89,
90, 93, 94, 98, 99, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108 give optical analyses of the performance of the lenses considered.
[0198] Figures 46, 53, 60, 67, 74, 80, 83, 89, 93, 98, 103 and 106 are optical power maps. The vertical and horizontal
axis of the maps are the values of the eye declination angle α and the eye azimuth angle β. The isometric curves indicated
in these maps connect gaze directions which correspond to a same optical power value. The respective optical power
values for the curves are incremented by 0.25 diopter between neighboring curves, and are indicated on some of these
curves.
[0199] Figures 47, 54, 61, 68, 75, 81, 84 and 107 are residual astigmatism contour plots, with axis similar to those of
the optical power maps. The isometric curves indicated connect gaze directions corresponding to a same residual
astigmatism value.
[0200] Figures 82, 85, 90, 94, 99, 104 and 108 are total astigmatism contour plots, with axis similar to those of the
optical power maps. The isometric curves indicated connect gaze directions corresponding to a same total astigmatism
value.
[0201] Figures 44, 51, 58, 65, and 72 are peripheral optical power maps. The vertical and horizontal axis of the maps
are the values of the peripheral ray directions (α,β). The isometric curves indicated in these maps connect peripheral
ray directions which correspond to a same peripheral optical power value. The respective peripheral optical power values
for the curves are incremented by 0.25 diopter between neighboring curves, and are indicated on some of these curves.
[0202] Figures 45, 52, 59, 66 and 73 are peripheral residual astigmatism contour plots, with axis similar to those of
the peripheral optical power maps. The curves indicated connect peripheral ray directions corresponding to a same
peripheral residual astigmatism value.
[0203] Figures 76, 77, 78, 79, 91, 92, 100 and 101 give distortion comparisons for the exemplified lenses.

EXAMPLE 1 (PRIOR ART)

[0204] Example 1 corresponds to a lens LENS1 according to prior art. In this case, the power prescription is 0 δ in far
vision and the prescribed addition is 2.5 δ. For this example 1, no astigmatism is prescribed for the wearer.
[0205] Figures 41, 42 and 43 are the surface characteristics of the front surface for LENS1. For the sake of comparison,
two specific points A and B are considered. Point A is located on the temporal area whereas point B is located on the
nasal area. For point A, the maximum sphere SPHmax_A is equal to 6.90 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to
4.80 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=64°. For point B, the maximum sphere SPHMAX_B is equal to 6.90 δ, the minimum
sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 4.65 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_B=126°.
[0206] Figures 44 and 45 give optical performances of LENS 1 for peripheral vision when the gaze direction is fixed
in the primary gaze direction. For the sake of comparison, two specific peripheral ray directions DA and DB are considered.
DA and DB intersect the front surface of LENS 1 at points A and B.
[0207] For direction DA, mean peripheral power is 1.64 δ, peripheral astigmatism is 3.56 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γA is 150° and peripheral astigmatism defect is 3.56 δ. The distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value
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of GDA(γA+90°) - GDA(γA) which amounts to 0.05238233. The corresponding value of the mean magnification
GDA(γA+90°)*GDA (γA) is 1.05670098.
[0208] For direction DB, mean peripheral power is 1.62 δ, peripheral astigmatism is 3.38 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γB is 38° and astigmatism defect is 3.38 δ. The distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of GDB(γB+90°)
- GDB(γB) which amounts to 0.04838258 . The corresponding value of the mean magnification GDB(γB+90°)*GDB(γB) is
1.05646721.
[0209] Further to this local analysis in two peripheral ray directions of the performance of LENS 1, a global analysis
may also be carried out. Portion1 in the temporal area may be delimited by ray directions of 0°<alpha<50° and -50°<beta<-
10° and such that resulting astigmatism in the portion considered is more than 0.50 diopters. Portion2 in the nasal area
may be delimited by ray directions of 0°<alpha<50° and 50°>beta>10° and such that resulting astigmatism in the portion
considered is more than 0.50 diopters. The mean axis value γ calculated over Portion1 is about 150°. The corresponding
value of G(γ+90°) - G(γ) is 0.034529416. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°)*G(γ) is 1.045640351. The mean axis
value γ calculated over Portion2 is about 40°. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°) - G(γ) is 0.026984956. The corre-
sponding value of G(γ+90°)*G(γ) is 1.044253906.
[0210] The same evaluation can be done in central vision. Figures 46 and 47 give optical performances of LENS1 for
central vision. For the gaze direction DA, in central vision, mean power is 1.11 δ, astigmatism is 2.51 δ, axis of the defect
astigmatism γA is 153° and astigmatism defect is 2.51 δ. The distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value
of GDA(γA+90°) - GDA(γA) which amounts to 0.068361295. The mean magnification value GDA(γA+90°)*GDA(γA) is
1.069477041.
[0211] For direction DB, mean power is 1.08 δ, astigmatism is 2.22 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γB is 37° and
astigmatism defect is 2.22 δ. The distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) - G(γB) which
amounts to 0.060693133. The corresponding value of GDB(γB+90°)*GDB(γB) is 1.067490878.
[0212] These different characterizations will enable a comparison with LENS2, LENS3, LENS4 and LENS5 whose
characteristics are developed in examples 2, 3, 4 and 5. These four examples are lenses according to the invention
made for the same prescription of the one of LENS1.
[0213] The first step of the method (step 10 in figure 18) is to define a target optical function. The predetermined target
optical function is the same for LENS1, LENS2, LENS3, LENS4 and LENS5.
[0214] Thus, for this prescription, reference axes determined at step 16 of the method are Γ1= 150° in Portion 1
(Temporal_Area) and Γ2 =40° in Portion2 (Nasal Area), Portion 1 and Portion 2 of the front surface being determined
from optical Portion1 and Portion 2 defined in this example..
[0215] All the steps of the method (step 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20) have been carried out for lenses LENS2 to LENS5.
LENS2 to LENS5 exhibit different performance in term of distortion but the same performances in power and astigmatism.

EXAMPLE 2 :

[0216] Figures 48, 49 and 50 are the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS2. For point A, the maximum
sphere SPHmax_A is equal to 4.88 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to 3.00 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=153°,
then the mean sphere value is 3.94 δ. For point B, the maximum sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 4.72 δ, the minimum
sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 3.05 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_B=37, then the mean sphere is 3.89 δ.
[0217] Figures 51 and 52 give optical analyzes of the peripheral performance of LENS2. For the sake of comparison,
the same two specific directions DA and DB are considered. For direction DA, mean peripheral power is 1.72 δ, peripheral
astigmatism is 3.68 δ, axis of the peripheral defect astigmatism γA is 150° and peripheral astigmatism defect is 3.68 δ.
For direction DB, mean peripheral power is 1.74 δ, peripheral astigmatism is 3.39 δ, axis of the peripheral defect astig-
matism γB is 40° and peripheral astigmatism defect is 3.39 δ. The peripheral optical performances of LENS2 in DA and
DB are substantially the same as the peripheral optical performances of LENS1 with regards to power and astigmatism
values.
[0218] However, despite similar peripheral optical performances in terms of optical power and astigmatism, the dis-
tortion of LENS2 is reduced regarding LENS1. Indeed, GDA(γA+90°) - GDA(γA) = 0.04887881. Compared to the value of
LENS1, there is a reduction of 6.7%. Furthermore, G(γA+90°)*G(γA) = 1.05330224. Compared to the value of LENS1,
there is a reduction of 0.3%. Similarly, the distortion in the direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) -
G(γB) which amounts to 0.04492625. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 7.1%. The corresponding
value of G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.05310467. Compared to the value of example 1, there is a reduction of 0.3%.
[0219] Further to this local analysis, a global analysis may also be carried out. The portions are the same as for LENS1.
The mean axis γ for the temporal area is 150°. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°) - G(γ) is 0.034307044. Compared
to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.6%. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°)*G(γ) is 1.045072749. Compared
to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.05%. The mean axis for the nasal area is 40°. The corresponding value
of G(γ+90°) - G(γ) is 0.026948119. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.1%. The corresponding
value of G(γ+90°)*G(γ) is 1.042590305. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.16%.
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[0220] The same evaluation can be done in central vision. Figures 53 and 54 give optical performances of LENS2 for
central vision.
[0221] For direction DA, in central vision, mean power is 1.12 δ, astigmatism is 2.52 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γA is 153° and astigmatism defect is 2.52 δ. For direction DB, mean power is 1.10 δ, astigmatism is 2.22 δ, axis of the
defect astigmatism γB is 37° and astigmatism defect is 2.22 δ. This means that the optical performances of LENS2 in
DA and DB are substantially the same as the optical performances of LENS1 with regards to power and astigmatism
values in central vision.
The distortion in the direction DA may be indicated by the value of GDA(γA+90°) - GDA(γA) which amounts to 0.064786606.
Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 5.2%. The corresponding value of GDA(γA+90°)*GDA(γA) is
1.066037202. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.3%. The distortion in the direction DB may be
indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) - G(γB) which amounts to 0.057186898. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is
a reduction of 5.8%. The corresponding value of GDB(γB+90°)*GDB(γβ) is 1.064093242. Compared to the value of LENS1,
there is a reduction of 0.3%.
[0222] Then, the performance of the LENS2 relative to distortion is improved compared to LENS1 while guaranteeing
the same sharpness of the image for the wearer.

EXAMPLE 3 :

[0223] Figures 55, 56 and 57 are the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS3. For point A, the maximum
sphere SPHmax_A is equal to 5.10 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to 2.66 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=154°,
then the mean sphere value is 3.38 δ. For point B, the maximum sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 5.07 δ, the minimum
sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 2.60 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_B=27°, then the mean sphere value is 3.83 δ.
[0224] Figures 58 and 59 give optical analyses of the peripheral performance of LENS3. For the sake of comparison,
the same two specific directions DA and DB are considered. For direction DA, mean peripheral power is 1.68 δ, peripheral
astigmatism is 3.70 δ, axis of the peripheral defect of astigmatism γA is 151° and peripheral astigmatism defect is 3.70
δ. For direction DB, mean peripheral power is 1.70 δ, peripheral astigmatism is 3.44 δ, axis of the peripheral defect of
astigmatism γβ is 39° and astigmatism defect is 3.44 δ. This means that the peripheral optical performance of LENS3 in
DA and DB are substantially the same as the optical performances of LENS1 with regards to peripheral power and
peripheral astigmatism values.
[0225] However, despite similar performances in terms of peripheral optical power and peripheral astigmatism, the
distortion of LENS3 is reduced regarding LENS1. Indeed, the distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value
of G(γA+90°) - G(γA) which amounts to 0.0484037. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 7.6%. The
corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA) is 1.05319618. Compared to the value of example 1, there is a reduction of 0.3%.
[0226] Similarly, the distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB +90°) - G(γB) which amounts
to 0. 04441357. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 8.2%. The corresponding value of
G(γA+90°)*G(γA) is 1.0530075. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.3%.
[0227] A global analysis may also be carried out. The mean axis γ for the temporal area is 150°. The corresponding
value of G(γ+90°) - G(γ) is 0.033326186. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 3.5%. The corresponding
value of G(γ +90°)*G(γ) is 1.044583748. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.10. The global axis
γ for the nasal area is 40°. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°) - G(γ) is 0.025899471. Compared to the value of LENS1,
there is a reduction of 4.0%. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°)*G(γ) is 1.042440926. Compared to the value of
example 1, there is a reduction of 0.17%.
[0228] The same evaluation can be done in central vision. Figures 60 and 61 give optical performances of LENS3 for
central vision.
[0229] For direction DA, in central vision, mean power is 1.12 δ, astigmatism is 2.51 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γA is 153° and astigmatism defect is 2.51 δ. For direction DB, mean power is 1.09 δ, astigmatism is 2.23 δ, axis of the
defect astigmatism γB is 37° and astigmatism defect is 2.23 δ. This means that the optical performances of LENS3 in
DA and DB are substantially the same as the optical performances of LENS1 regarding power and astigmatism values
in central vision.
[0230] The distortion in the direction DA may be indicated by the value of GDA(γA+90°) - GDA(γA) which amounts to
0.06429864. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 5.94%. The corresponding value of
GDA(γA+90°)*GDA(γA) is 1.06592987. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.33%. As expected, the
reduction is higher than for LENS2. The distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) - G(γB)
which amounts to 0.05662577. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 6.7%. The corresponding value
of GDB(γB +90°)*GDB(γB) is 1.063995107. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.33%.
[0231] Then, the performance of the LENS3 relative to distortion is improved compared to LENS1 while guaranteeing
the same sharpness of the image for the wearer. Furthermore, the performance of the LENS3 relative to distortion is
improved compared to LENS2 while guaranteeing the same sharpness of the image for the wearer.
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EXAMPLE 4 :

[0232] Figures 62, 63 and 64 are the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS4. For point A, the maximum
sphere SPHmax_A is equal to 5.02 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to 1.27 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=153°.
For point B, the maximum sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 4.80 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 1.42 δ and
the cylinder axis γAX_B=37°.
[0233] Compared to the front surface of LENS2, this surface has approximately the same cylinder axis in points A and
B. For this surface, the mean sphere in point A is about 3.15 δ and in point B about 3.11 δ. Since mean sphere values
are lower than the ones of LENS2, distortion should be improved for LENS4 compared to LENS2.
[0234] Figures 65 and 66 give optical analyses of the peripheral performance of LENS4. For the sake of comparison,
the same two specific directions DA and DB are considered. For direction DA, mean power is 1.77 δ, astigmatism is 3.72
δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 149° and astigmatism defect is 3.72 δ. For direction DB, mean power is 1.80 δ,
astigmatism is 3.39 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γB is 41° and astigmatism defect is 3.39 δ This means that the
optical performances of the LENS4 in directions DA and DB are substantially the same as the performance of the LENS1
regarding peripheral power and peripheral astigmatism values.
[0235] However, despite these similar performances, the distortion of LENS4 is reduced regarding LENS1. Indeed,
the distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA+90°) - D(γA) which amounts to 0.04724064.
Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 9.8%. The corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA) is 1.05189442.
Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.45%. As expected, the reduction is higher than for LENS2.
[0236] Similarly, the distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB +90°) - G(γB) which amounts
to 0.04342451. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 10.2%. The corresponding value of
G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.05173226. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.45%. As expected, the
reduction is higher than for LENS2.
[0237] A global analysis may also be carried out. The global axis γ for the temporal area is 150°. The corresponding
value of G(γ+90°) - G(y) is 0.03396042 Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 1.65%. The reduction
is higher than for the LENS2.
[0238] The global axis γ for the nasal area is 40°. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°) - G(γ) is 0.026100465. Compared
to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 3.28%. The corresponding value of G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.041071791.
Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.3%. The reduction is higher than for the LENS2.
[0239] The same evaluation can be done in central vision. Figures 67 and 68 give optical performances of LENS4 for
central vision.
[0240] For direction DA, in central vision, mean power is 1.13 δ, astigmatism is 2.55 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γA is 152° and astigmatism defect is 2.55 δ. For direction DB, mean power is 1.12 δ, astigmatism is 2.21 δ, axis of the
defect astigmatism γB is 37° and astigmatism defect is 2.21 δ. This means that the optical performances of LENS3 in
DA and DB are substantially the same as the optical performances of LENS1 regarding power and astigmatism values.
[0241] The distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of GDA(γA+90°) - GDA(γA) which amounts to
0.063119118. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 7.67%. The corresponding value of
GDA(γA+90°)*GDA(γA) is 1.064612381. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.45%. The reduction
is higher than for LENS2. The distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) - G(γB) which
amounts to 0.055665757. Compared to the value of example 1, there is a reduction of 8.28%. The corresponding value
of GDB(γB+90°)*GDB(γB) is 1.062706521. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.45%. The reduction
is higher than for LENS2.
[0242] Then, the performance of the LENS4 relative to distortion is improved compared to LENS1 while guaranteeing
the same sharpness of the image for the wearer. Furthermore, the performance of the LENS4 relative to distortion is
improved compared to LENS2 while guaranteeing the same sharpness of the image for the wearer.

EXAMPLE 5 :

[0243] Figures 69, 70 and 71 are the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS5. For point A, the maximum
sphere SPHmax_A is equal to 4.95 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to 2.87 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=117°,
then the mean sphere value is 3.91 δ. For point B, the maximum sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 4.98 δ, the minimum
sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 2.66 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_B=60°, then the mean sphere value is 3.82 δ.
[0244] In this example, the cylinder axis of the front surface in the points A and B are not based on the reference axis
Γ1 =150° and Γ2. = 40°. Furthermore, the mean sphere values in points A and point B respectively are approximately
the same as the ones in example 3. In these conditions, distortion should be higher than for LENS5 compared to LENS3.
[0245] Figures 72 and 73 give optical analyses of the peripheral performances of the LENS5. For the sake of com-
parison, the same two specific directions DA and DB are considered. For direction DA, mean power is 1.66 δ, astigmatism
is 3.68 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 151° and astigmatism defect is 3.68 δ. For direction DB, mean power is
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1.70 δ, astigmatism is 3.41 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γB is 39° and astigmatism defect is 3.41 δ. The optical
performances of the LENS5 in directions DA and DB are substantially the same as the performance of the LENS1
regarding peripheral power and astigmatism values.
[0246] However, despite these similar performances, the distortion of LENS5 is reduced regarding LENS1. Indeed,
the distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA+90°) - G(γA) which amounts to 0.04976309.
Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 5%. The corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA) is 1.05324847.
Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.3%. The reduction is lower than for the cases of LENS3.
[0247] Similarly, the distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB +90°) - G(γB) which amounts
0.04487357. Compared to the value of example 1, there is a reduction of 7.3%. The corresponding value of
G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.05298936. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.3%. The reduction is lower
than for the cases of LENS3.
[0248] A global analysis may also be carried out. The global axis γ for the temporal area is 150°. The corresponding
value of G(γ+90°)-G(γ) is 0.034391644 Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.4%. The corresponding
value of G(γ +90°)*G(γ) is 1.044392747. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.12%.
[0249] The global axis γ for the nasal area is 40°. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°) - G(γ) is 0.026054279. Compared
to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 3.45%. The corresponding value of G(γ+90°)*G(γ) is 1.042346482. Compared
to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.18%.
[0250] The same evaluation can be done in central vision. Figures 74 and 75 give optical performances of LENS4 for
central vision.
[0251] For direction DA, in central vision, mean power is 1.11 δ, astigmatism is 2.51 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γA is 153° and astigmatism defect is 2.51 δ. For direction DB, mean power is 1.08 δ, astigmatism is 2.22 δ, axis of the
defect astigmatism γB is 37° and astigmatism defect is 2.22 δ. This means that the optical performances of LENS5 in
DA and DB are substantially the same as the optical performances of LENS1 regarding power and astigmatism values
in central vision.
[0252] The distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of GDA(γA+90°) - GDA(γA) which amounts to
0.065832877. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 3.70%. The corresponding value of
GDA(γA+90°)*GDA(γA) is 1.065982726. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.33%. As expected,
the reduction is lower than for LENS3.
[0253] The distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) - G(γB) which amounts to
0.057219922. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 5.71%. The corresponding value of
GDB(γB+90°)*GDB(γB) is 1.063976669. Compared to the value of LENS1, there is a reduction of 0.33%. As expected,
the reduction is lower than for LENS3.
[0254] Then, the performance of the LENS5 relative to distortion is improved compared to LENS1 while guaranteeing
the same sharpness of the image for the wearer. Furthermore, the performance of the LENS3 relative to distortion is
improved compared to LENS5 while guaranteeing the same sharpness of the image for the wearer.
[0255] In figures 76, 77, 78 and 79 are shown GDA(γA+90°)-GDA(γA) and GDA(γA+90°)*GDA(γA) for temporal direction
DA, G(γB+90°)-G(γB) and GDB(γB +90°)*GDB(γB) for nasal direction DB, for LENS1, LENS2, LENS3, LENS4 and LENS5,
in central vision and in peripheral vision. One can see that distortion is improved for LENS2, LENS3, LENS4 and LENS5
compared to LENS1. Furthermore distortion is improved for LENS4 compared to LENS2. Distortion is also improved for
LENS3 compared to LENS5.

EXAMPLE 6 (PRIOR ART)

[0256] Example 6 corresponds to a lens LENS6 according to prior art. In this case, the power prescription is 0.0 δ and
the addition is 2.5 δ. For this example 6, the astigmatism prescribed for the wearer is 2.00 δ, with an axis of 45°.
[0257] The front surface of LENS6 is the same as the front surface of LENS1. As for the example 1, figures 41, 42
and 43 are the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS6. For the sake of comparison, the same points A
and B are considered. For point A, the maximum sphere SPHmax_A is equal to 6.90 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A
is equal to 4.80 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=64°. For point B, the maximum sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 6.90 δ, the
minimum sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 4.65 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_B=126°.
[0258] Figures 80, 81 and 82 give optical analyses of the performances of the LENS6. For the sake of comparison,
the same directions DA and DB of example 1 are considered.
[0259] For direction DA, mean power is 2.04 δ, astigmatism is 1.31δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 4° and
astigmatism defect is 2.22 δ. In addition, the distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA+90°) -
G(γA) which amounts to 0.041523015 . The corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA) is 1.125915769.
[0260] For direction DB, mean power is 2.00 δ, astigmatism is 4.04 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γB is 41° and
astigmatism defect is 2.07 δ. In addition, the distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) -
G(γB) which amounts to 0.11919188. The corresponding value of G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.127009929
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[0261] These different characterizations will enable a comparison with LENS7 and LENS8 whose characteristics are
developed in examples 7 and 8. These two examples are lenses according to the invention made for the same prescription
of the one of LENS6. Thus, for this prescription, reference axes determined at step 16 of the method are Γ1=5° in Portion
1 (Temporal_Area) and Γ2=40° in Portion2 (Nasal Area), Portion 1 and Portion 2 of the front surface being determined
from optical Portion1 and Portion 2 defined in the example 1.
[0262] The first step of the method (step 10 in Figure 18) is to define a target optical function. The predetermined
target optical function is the same for LENS6, LENS7 and LENS8.

EXAMPLE 7 :

[0263] The front surface of LENS7 is the same as the front surface of LENS2. As for the example 2, figures 48, 49
and 50 are the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS7. For point A, the maximum sphere SPHmax_A is
equal to 4.88 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to 3.00 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=153°, then the mean sphere
value is 3.94 δ. For point B, the maximum sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 4.72 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_B is equal
to 3.05 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_B=37°, then the mean sphere value is 3.89 δ.
[0264] Figures 83, 84 and 85 give optical analyses of the performances of the LENS7 in central vision. For the sake
of comparison, the same two specific directions DA and DB are considered. For direction DA, mean power is 2.06 δ,
astigmatism is 1.35 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 3° and astigmatism defect is 2.29 δ. For direction DB, mean
power is 2.08 δ, astigmatism is 4.04 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γβ is 41° and astigmatism defect is 2.07 δ. The
optical performances of LENS7 in DA and DB are substantially the same as the optical performances of LENS6 regarding
power and astigmatism values in central vision.
[0265] However, despite these similar performances, the distortion of LENS7 is reduced compared to LENS6. Indeed,
the distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA+90°) - G(γA) which amounts to 0.039313407.
Compared to the value of example 6, there is a reduction of 5.32 %. The corresponding value of G(γA +90°)*G(γA) is
1.122294486. Compared to the value of LENS6, there is a reduction of 0.32 %.
[0266] Similarly, the distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB +90°) - G(γB) which amounts
to 0.115520465. Compared to the value of example 6, there is a reduction of 3.08 %. The corresponding value of
G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.123422866 Compared to the value of LENS6, there is a reduction of 0.32 %
[0267] Then, the performance of LENS7 relative to distortion is improved compared to LENS6 while guaranteeing the
same sharpness of the image for the wearer.

EXAMPLE 8 :

[0268] Figures 86, 87 and 88 are the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS8. For point A, the maximum
sphere SPHmax_A is equal to 4.84 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to 2.81 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=6°,
then the mean sphere value in point A is 2.82 δ. For point B, the maximum sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 5.00 δ, the
minimum sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 2.53 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_B=32°. The mean sphere value in point B is 3.76 δ.
[0269] Mean sphere values in points A and B for LENS8 are approximately the same as the ones of LENS7. Cylinder
axis in point A, γAX_A is approximately the value of the reference axis Γ1 defined earlier. Furthermore, cylinder axis γAX_B
is approximately the value of the reference axis Γ2 defined above. So LENS8 should improve distortion compared to
LENS7, since cylinder axes of the front surface of LENS7 are not based on the reference axis Γ1 and Γ2.
[0270] Figures 89 and 90 give optical analyses of the performances of the LENS8.
[0271] For direction DA, mean power is 2.06 δ, astigmatism is 1.34δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 3° and
astigmatism defect is 2.28 δ. For direction DB, mean power is 2.07 δ, astigmatism is 4.05 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γB is 41° and astigmatism defect is 2.08 δ. The optical performances of LENS8 in DA and DB are substantially the same
as the optical performances of LENS6 regarding power and astigmatism values in central vision.
[0272] However, despite these similar performances, the distortion of LENS8 is reduced regarding LENS6 and LENS7.
Indeed, the distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA+90°) - G(γA) which amounts to
0.038391923. Compared to the value of example 6, there is a reduction of 7.54 %. Compared to the value of LENS7,
this is a reduction of 2.34%. The corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA) is 1.121236736. Compared to the value of
LENS6, there is a reduction of 0.42 %. As expected, the reduction is 0.44% compared to LENS7.
[0273] Similarly, the distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB +90°) - G(γB) which amounts
to 0.115015136. Compared to the value of example 6, there is a reduction of 3.50 %. Compared to the value of LENS7,
this is a reduction of 0.09%. The corresponding value of G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.123319183 Compared to the value of
LENS6, there is a reduction of 0.33 % Compared to the value of LENS7, this is a reduction of 0.01%.
[0274] Then, the performance of the LENS8 relative to distortion is improved compared to LENS6 while guaranteeing
the same sharpness of the image for the wearer. Furthermore, the performance of the LENS8 relative to distortion is
improved compared to LENS7 while guaranteeing the same sharpness of the image for the wearer
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[0275] Figures 91 and 92 give GDA(γA+90°)-GDA(γA) and ODA(γA+90°)*DA(γA) for temporal direction DA, G(γB +90°)-G(γB)
and GDB(γB +90°)*GDB(γB) for nasal direction DB, in central vision for LENS6, LENS7 and LENS8. One can see that
distortion is improved for LENS 7 and LENS8 compared to LENS6. Moreover, distortion is improved for LENS8 compared
to LENS7.

EXAMPLE 9 (PRIOR ART)

[0276] Example 9 corresponds to a lens LENS9 according to prior art. In this case, the power prescription is 0.0 δ and
the addition is 1.00 δ. For this example 9, the astigmatism prescribed for the wearer is 2.00 δ, with an axis of 140°.
[0277] The front surface of the LENS9 is not shown in the Figures but it is a classical progressive surface as such for
the one of LENS1. The same points A and B are considered. For point A, the maximum sphere SPHmax_A is equal to
5.52 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to 4.75 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=60°. For point B, the maximum
sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 5.50 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 4.65 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_B=126°.
[0278] Figures 93 and 94 give optical analyses of the performance of the LENS9. As in example 1, for the sake of
comparison, the same two specific directions DA and DB are considered.
[0279] For direction DA, mean power is 1.37 δ, astigmatism is 2.72δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 142° and
astigmatism defect is 0.73 δ. In addition, the distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA+90°) -
G(γA) which amounts to 0.07396544. The corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA) is 1.08283716.
[0280] For direction DB, mean power is 1.44 δ, astigmatism is 1.28 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γB is 147° and
astigmatism defect is 0.82 δ. The distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) - G(γB) which
amounts to 0.03403641. The corresponding value of G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.048741551
[0281] These different characterizations will enable a comparison with LENS10 whose characteristics are developed
in example 10. This example is a lens according to the invention made for the same prescription of the one of LENS9.
Then, for this prescription, reference axes determined at step 16 of the method are Γ1=140° in Portion 1 (Temporal_Area)
and Γ2 =145° in Portion2 (Nasal Area), Portion 1 and Portion 2 of the front surface being determined from optical Portion1
and Portion 2 defined in the example 1.
[0282] The first step of the method (step 10 in figure 18) is to define a target optical function. The predetermined target
optical function is the same for LENS9 and LENS 10.

EXAMPLE 10 :

[0283] Figures 95, 96 and 97 are the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS10. For point A, the maximum
sphere SPHmax_A is equal to 5.12 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_A is equal to 2.54 δ and the cylinder axis γAX_A=144°.
For point B, the maximum sphere SPHmax_B is equal to 4.95 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin_B is equal to 2.48 δ and
the cylinder axis γAX_B=146°.
[0284] Figures 98 and 99 give optical analyses of the performance of the LENS10. For the sake of comparison, the
two specific directions DA and DB previously defined are considered.
[0285] For direction DA, mean power is 1.37 δ, astigmatism is 2.72δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 142° and
astigmatism defect is 0.73 δ. For direction DB, mean power is 1.44 δ, astigmatism is 1.28 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γB is 147° and astigmatism defect is 0.82 δ. This means that the optical performances of LENS10 in DA and DB are
substantially the same as the optical performances of LENS9 regarding power and astigmatism values in central vision
[0286] The distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA+90°) - G(γA) which amounts to
0.07097944. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 4.04%. Corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA)
is 1.08045844. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 0.20%
[0287] The distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) - G(γB) which amounts to
0.03238737. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 4.484%. The corresponding value of
G(γB+90°)*G(γB) is 1.08312921. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 0.23%.
[0288] For this prescription, Γ1 and Γ2 are substantially equal. So, a toric front surface whose axis is γAx = 145° and
eventually whose cylinder value equal to the cylinder value of the front surface of LENS10 will provide about the same
result in term of the reduction in distortion.
[0289] Figures 100 and 101 give GDA(γA+90°)-GDA(γA) and GDA(γA+90°)*GDA(γA) for temporal direction DA,
G(γB+90°)-G(γB) and GDB(γB+90°)*GDB(γB) for nasal direction DB, for LENS9 and LENS10 in central vision and in pe-
ripheral vision. One can see that distortion is clearly improved for LENS10 compared to LENS9.
[0290] The examples 1 to 10 described above were given with conditions 1 and 2 being cumulated during determination
of the first surface. It is however understood that only one of condition 1 or condition 2 may be used during determination
of the first surface. The examples described above therefore apply for either the temporal portion or the nasal portion.
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EXAMPLE 11:

[0291] Figure 102 is the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS 11 which is a toric surface. The maximum
sphere, the minimum sphere and the axis values are constant over the surface. For all points and particularly for points
A and B, the maximum sphere SPHmax is equal to 5.0 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin is equal to 2.50 δ and the cylinder
axis γAX=145°.
[0292] Figures 103 and 104 give optical analyses of the performance of the LENS 11. For the sake of comparison,
the two specific directions DA and DB previously defined are considered.
[0293] For direction DA, mean power is 1.36 δ, astigmatism is 2.71δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 142° and
astigmatism defect is 0.73 δ. For direction DB, mean power is 1.43 δ, astigmatism is 1.27 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism
γB is 147° and astigmatism defect is 0.82 δ. This means that the optical performances of LENS11 in DA and DB are
substantially the same as the optical performances of LENS9 regarding power and astigmatism values in central vision.
[0294] The distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA +90°) - G(γA) which amounts to
0.07105139. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 3.94%. Corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA)
is 1.08031271. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 0.23%
[0295] The distortion in this direction DB may be indicated by the value of G(γB+90°) - G(γB) which amounts to
0.03236598. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 4.91%. The corresponding value of G(γB+90°)*G(γB)
is 1.08319312. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 0.22%.
[0296] LENS11 with a toric front surface provides about the same result in term of the reduction in distortion as LENS10.

EXAMPLE 12:

[0297] In this case, the power prescription is 0.0 δ and the addition is 2.5 δ. For this example 12, the astigmatism
prescribed for the wearer is 2.00 δ, with an axis of 45°.
[0298] Figure 105 is the surface characteristics of the front surface of LENS12 which is a toric surface. For all points
and particularly for points A and B, the maximum sphere SPHmax is equal to 4.8 δ, the minimum sphere SPHmin is equal
to 2.8 δ and the cylinder axis γAX=6°.
[0299] Figures 106, 107 and 108 give optical analyses of the performance of the LENS 12. For the sake of comparison,
only the specific direction DA is considered.
[0300] For direction DA, mean power is 2.02 δ, astigmatism is 1.30 δ, axis of the defect astigmatism γA is 4° and
astigmatism defect is 2.21 δ.
[0301] The distortion in this direction DA may be indicated by the value of G(γA+90°) - G(γA) which amounts to
0.03854906. Compared to the value of LENS9, there is a reduction of 7.16%. Corresponding value of G(γA+90°)*G(γA)
is 1.12203026. Compared to the value of LENS6, there is a reduction of 0.35%.
[0302] LENS 12 with a toric front surface which cylinder axis γAX orientation is defined as almost equal to the first
reference axis Γ1=5° (about equal to γA) provides good result in term of the reduction in distortion in the temporal side.
For LENS 12, conditions 1 and 1’ as defined above were used to determine the front surface.
[0303] Although not illustrated, a lens having reduced distortion on the nasal side could be defined in a similar way
by defining a toric front surface having an orientation of the axis defined with Γ2 only.

Claims

1. A method for determining a progressive ophthalmic lens for a wearer, the lens comprising a main meridian (32)
separating the lens in a nasal area (Area nasal) and a temporal area (Area temporal),
the method comprising the steps of:

- choosing a target optical function representing the performance to be reached suited to the wearer for a
prescription comprising a far-vision power value and an addition representing the power increment between far
vision and near vision and optionally an astigmatism prescription, the target optical function defining, for each
gaze direction when the lens is worn, a refractive power (Pα,β), a module of astigmatism (Astα,β) and an axis of
astigmatism (γα,β), each gaze direction corresponding to a lowering angle (α) and to an azimuth angle (β);
- defining a front surface of the lens and a rear surface of the lens, each surface having in each point a mean
sphere value (SPHmean), a cylinder value (CYL) and a cylinder axis (γAX),
- defining at least one first portion (Portion1) in the temporal area (Area temporal) and at least one second
portion (Portion2) in the nasal area (Area nasal), where said portions are defined when considering central
vision, where the first portion (Portion1) in the temporal area is delimited by gaze directions of 0°< α <30° and
-40°< β <-5° and such that resulting astigmatism in the said portion is more than 0.50 diopters, and where the
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second portion (Portion2) in the nasal area is delimited by gaze directions of 0°< α <30° and 5° < β <40° and
such that resulting astigmatism in the said portion is more than 0.50 diopters;
- for at least one of the first or the second portion of the front surface (Portion1, Portion2), determining respectively
a first or a second reference axes (Γ1, Γ2), the first reference axis (Γ1) being set to a value comprised between
[γT - 20°, γT + 20°] with γT being the average axis of astigmatism of the target optical function for gaze directions
intersecting the front surface over the first temporal portion (Portion 1), and the second reference axis (Γ2) being
set to a value comprised between [γN - 20°, γN + 20°] with γN being the average axis of astigmatism of the target
optical function for gaze directions intersecting the front surface over the second nasal portion (Portion2), the
average axis (γN, γT) of astigmatism of the target optical function defining a direction of smallest optical power;
- modifying the front surface so that:

- over the first portion (Portion1), the sphere value (SPH(Γ1)) of the front surface along the first reference
axis is superior to the sphere value (SPH(⊥Γ1)) of the front surface along a perpendicular axis to the first
reference axis (SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1)); or
- over the second portion (Portion2), the sphere value (SPH(Γ2)) of the front surface along the second
reference axis is superior to the sphere value (SPH(⊥Γ2)) of the front surface along a perpendicular axis
to the second reference axis (SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2)) ;

- modifying the rear surface to meet the target optical function.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first and the second reference axes (Γ1, Γ2) are determined respectively
for the first and second portion of the front surface (Portion1, Portion2) and wherein the front surface is modified so that:

- over the first portion (Portion1), the sphere value (SPH(Γ1)) along the first reference axis is superior to the
sphere value (SPH(⊥Γ1)) along a perpendicular axis to the first reference axis (SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1)); and
- over the second portion (Portion2), the sphere value (SPH(Γ2)) along the second reference axis is superior
to the sphere value (SPH(⊥Γ2)) along a perpendicular axis to the second reference axis (SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2)).

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first reference axis (Γ1) is determined for the first portion of the front
surface (Portion1) and wherein the front surface is modified so that:

- over the first portion (Portion1), the sphere value (SPH(Γ1)) along the first reference axis is superior to the
sphere value (SPH(⊥Γ1)) along a perpendicular axis to the first reference axis (SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1)); and
- over the second portion (Portion2), the sphere value (SPH(Γ1)) along the first reference axis is superior to the
sphere value (SPH(⊥Γ1)) along a perpendicular axis to the first reference axis (SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1)).

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the second reference axis (Γ2) is determined for the second portion of
the front surface (Portion2) and wherein the front surface is modified so that:

- over the first portion (Portion1), the sphere value (SPH(Γ2)) along the second reference axis is superior to the
sphere value (SPH(⊥Γ2)) along a perpendicular axis to the second reference axis (SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2)); and
- over the second portion (Portion2), the sphere value (SPH(Γ2)) along the second reference axis is superior
to the sphere value (SPH(⊥Γ2)) along a perpendicular axis to the second reference axis (SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2)).

5. The method according to claims 3 or 4, wherein the front surface is modified so that the front surface is a toric
surface with a cylinder axis (γAX) in each point set to the determined reference axis (Γ1 or Γ2).

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the first reference axis (Γ1) is set to the average axis of
astigmatism (γT) over the first temporal portion (Portion1) and wherein the second reference axis (Γ2) is set to the
average axis of astigmatism (γN) over the second nasal portion (Portion2).

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein each respective reference axis (Γ1, Γ2) is defined by
optical optimization to minimize the distortion over the respective portion (Portion1, Portion2).

8. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the front surface has an upper part constituted
by points of intersection with gaze directions corresponding to a negative lowering angle (α) and a lower part of the
lens constituted by points of intersection with gaze directions corresponding to a positive lowering angle (α), a
vertical axis being defined based on micro-markings of the lens,
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the front surface being also modified so that:

- over the first portion (Portion1), the mean sphere value (SPHmean) decreases along any line parallel to the
vertical axis orientated from the upper part to the lower part, and
- over the second portion (Portion2), the mean sphere value (SPHmean) decreases along any line parallel to the
vertical axis orientated from the upper part to the lower part.

9. A progressive ophthalmic lens having, when being worn and for each gaze direction, a refractive power (Pα,β), a
module of astigmatism (Astα,β) and an axis of astigmatism (γα,β), each gaze direction corresponding to a lowering
angle (α) and to an azimuth angle (β),
the lens comprising a front surface and a rear surface, each surface having in each point a mean sphere value
(SPHmean), a cylinder value (CYL) and a cylinder axis (γAX), the cylinder axis being the axis of the maximum sphere,
the lens comprising
a main meridian (32) separating the lens in a nasal area (Area nasal) and a temporal area (Area_temporal),
wherein the front surface has a Portion 1 and a Portion2 where Portion 1 is delimited on the front surface by
-20mm<x<-2.5mm and 4>y>-11mm and Portion2 is delimited on the front surface by 2.5mm<x<20mm and 4>y>-
11mm,

- in the first portion of the temporal area (Portionl), the cylinder axis (γAX_T) of the front surface is comprised
between [γT-20°; γT+20°], γT being the mean axis of astigmatism (γT) of the lens over the first portion defining
a direction of smallest optical power; or
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), the cylinder axis (γAX_N) of the front surface is comprised
between [γN-20°; γN+20°], γN being the mean axis of astigmatism (γN) of the lens over the second portion defining
a direction of smallest optical power.

10. The progressive ophthalmic lens of claim 9, wherein the front surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area (Portion1), a cylinder axis (γAX_T) being comprised between [γT-20°;
γT+20°], γT being the mean axis of astigmatism (γT) of the lens over the first portion; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a cylinder axis (γAX_N) being comprised between [γN-20°;
γN+20°], γN being the mean axis of astigmatism (γN) of the lens over the second portion.

11. The progressive ophthalmic lens of claim 9, wherein the front surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area (Portion1), a cylinder axis (γAX_T) being comprised between [γT-20°;
γT+20°]; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a cylinder axis (γAX_N) being comprised between [γT-20°;
γT+20],

γT being the mean axis of astigmatism of the lens over the first portion of the temporal area (Portionl).

12. The progressive ophthalmic lens of claim 9, wherein the front surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area (Portion1), a cylinder axis (γAX_T) being comprised between [γN-20°;
γN+20°]; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a cylinder axis (γAX_N) being comprised between [γN-20°;
γN+20],

γN being the mean axis of astigmatism of the lens over the first portion of the nasal area (Portion2).

13. The progressive ophthalmic lens of claim 10, wherein the first surface has:

- in the first portion (Portion1) of the temporal area, a cylinder axis (γAX_T) comprised between 90° and 180°; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a cylinder axis (γAX_N) such that the difference of angle in
absolute value between the cylinder axis in the first portion (γAX_T) and the cylinder axis in the second portion
(γAX_N) is superior to 20° (|γAX_T - γAX_N|> 20°), the cylinder axis being defined as the axis of the maximum sphere.

14. The progressive ophthalmic lens according to claim 10, wherein the first surface has:
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- in the first portion of the temporal area (Portion1), a cylinder axis (γAX_T) equal to 155° plus or minus 20°, and
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a cylinder axis (γAX_N) equal to 27° plus or minus 20°.

15. The progressive ophthalmic lens of claim 11, wherein the first surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area (Portion1), a cylinder axis (γAX_T) comprised between 0° and 90°; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a cylinder axis (γAX_N) comprised between 0° and 90° and
such that the difference of angle in absolute value between the cylinder axis in the first portion (γAX_T) and the
cylinder axis in the second portion (γAX_N) is superior to 20° (|γAX_T- γAX_N| > 20°), the cylinder axis being defined
as the axis of the maximum sphere.

16. The progressive ophthalmic lens of claim 10, wherein the first surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area (Portion 1), a cylinder axis (γAX_T) comprised between 0° and 70° ; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a cylinder axis (γAX_N) comprised between 0° and 70°, the
cylinder axis being defined as the axis of the maximum sphere.

17. The progressive ophthalmic lens of claim 10, wherein the first surface has:

- in the first portion of the temporal area (Portion 1), a cylinder axis (γAX_T) comprised between 110° and 180°; and
- in the second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a cylinder axis (γAX_N) comprised between 110° and 180°,
the cylinder axis being defined as the axis of the maximum sphere.

18. The progressive ophthalmic lens according any one of claims 11 or 12, wherein the front surface is a toric surface.

19. The progressive ophthalmic lens according to any one of claims 9 to 18, wherein the lens has, when being worn,
an upper part defined for gaze directions corresponding to a negative lowering angle (α) and a lower part defined
for gaze directions corresponding to a positive lowering angle (α), a vertical axis being defined based on micro-
markings of the lens and wherein the front surface has:

- in at least one first portion of the temporal area (Portion1), a mean sphere value (SPHmean) that decreases
along any line parallel to the vertical axis orientated from the upper part to the lower part;
- in at least one second portion of the nasal area (Portion2), a mean sphere value (SPHmean) that decreases
along any line parallel to the vertical axis orientated from the upper part to the lower part.

20. The progressive ophthalmic lens of any one of claims 9 to 19, wherein the front surface has a mean sphere value
that remains substantially constant along the meridian.

21. A computer program product comprising one or more stored sequence of instruction that is accessible to a processor
and which, when executed by the processor, causes the processor to carry out the steps of any one of claims 1 to 8.

22. A computer readable medium carrying out one or more sequences of instructions of the computer program product
of claim 21.

23. A method for manufacturing a progressive ophthalmic lens, comprising the steps of:

- providing data relative to the eyes of a wearer,
- transmitting data relative to the wearer,
- determining a front surface and a rear surface of a lens according to the method of any one of claims 1 to 8,
- transmitting data relative to the front surface and rear surface,
- manufacturing the progressive ophthalmic lens according to the data relative to the front surface and rear
surface.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Bestimmen eines Gleitsichtbrillenglases für einen Brillenträger, wobei das Glas eine Hauptmeridiane
(32) aufweist, welche das Glas in einen nasalen Bereich (Bereich_nasal) und einen temporalen Bereich
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(Bereich_temporal) unterteilt,
wobei das Verfahren die Folgenden Schritte umfasst:

- Auswählen einer optischen Zielfunktion, welche die Leistung repräsentiert, die erreicht werden soll, die für
den Brillenträger bei einer Verordnung geeignet ist, umfassend einen Weitsicht-Stärkenwert und eine Hinzufü-
gung, welche den Stärkenteilwert zwischen der Weitsicht und der Nahsicht und optional einer Astigmatismus-
verordnung repräsentiert, wobei die optische Zielfunktion für jede Blickrichtung, wenn das Glas getragen wird,
eine Brechkraft (Pα,β), ein Astigmatismusmodul (Astα,β) und eine Astigmatismusachse (γα,β) definiert, wobei
jede Blickrichtung einem Absenkungswinkel (a) und einem Azimutwinkel (β) entspricht;
- Definieren einer vorderen Oberfläche des Glases und einer hinteren Oberfläche des Glases, wobei jede
Oberfläche an jedem Punkt einen mittleren sphärischen Wert (Mean Sphere Value, SPHmittel), einen zylindri-
schen Wert (CYL) und eine zylindrische Achse (γAX) aufweist,
- Definieren mindestens eines ersten Abschnitts (Abschnittl) in dem temporalen Bereich (Bereich_temporal)
und mindestens eines zweiten Abschnitts (Abschnitt2) in dem nasalen Bereich (Bereich_nasal), wobei diese
Abschnitte definiert werden, wenn eine zentrale Sicht betrachtet wird, wobei der erste Abschnitt (Abschnittl) in
dem temporalen Bereich durch Blickrichtungen von 0° < α < 30° und - 40° < β < -5° eingeschränkt ist, und
dergestalt dass, der daraus resultierende Astigmatismus in dem Abschnitt mehr als 0,50 Dioptrie beträgt, und
wobei der zweite Abschnitt (Abschnitt2) in dem nasalen Bereich durch Blickrichtungen 0° < α < 30° und 5° < β
< 40° eingeschränkt ist, und dergestalt, dass der daraus resultierende Astigmatismus in diesem Bereich mehr
als 0,50 Dioptrie beträgt;
- für mindestens einen, den ersten oder den zweiten Abschnitt der vorderen Oberfläche (Abschnitt1, Abschnitt2),
Bestimmen jeweils einer ersten oder einer zweiten Referenzachse (Γ1, Γ2), wobei die erste Referenzachse (Γ1)
auf einen Wert eingestellt wird, der zwischen [γT -20°, γT +20°] liegt, wobei es sich bei γT um die durchschnittliche
Astigmatismusachse der optischen Zielfunktion für Blickrichtungen handelt, welche die vordere Oberfläche über
dem ersten temporalen Abschnitt (Abschnittl) schneiden, und wobei die zweite Referenzachse (Γ2) auf einen
Wert eingestellt ist, der zwischen [γN -20°, γN +20°] liegt, wobei es sich bei γN um die durchschnittliche Astig-
matismusachse der optischen Zielfunktion für Blickrichtungen handelt, welche die vordere Oberfläche über dem
zweiten nasalen Abschnitt (Abschnitt2) schneiden, wobei die durchschnittliche Astigmatismusachse (γN, γT) der
optischen Zielfunktion eine Richtung der kleinsten optischen Stärke definiert;
- Modifizieren der vorderen Oberfläche dergestalt, dass:
über dem ersten Abschnitt (Abschnitt1), der sphärische Wert (SPH(Γ1)) der vorderen Oberfläche entlang der
ersten Referenzachse höher als der sphärische Wert (SPH(⊥Γ1)) der vorderen Oberfläche entlang einer senk-
rechten Achse zu der ersten Referenzachse (SPH(Γ1) > (SPH(⊥Γ1)) ist; oder
- über dem zweiten Abschnitt (Abschnitt2), der sphärische Wert (3PH(Γ2)) der vorderen Oberfläche entlang der
zweiten Referenzachse höher als der sphärische Wert (3PH(⊥Γ2)) der vorderen Oberfläche entlang einer senk-
rechten Achse zu der zweiten Referenzachse höher als der sphärische Wert (3PH(Γ2) > (SPH(⊥Γ2)) ist;
- Modifizieren der hinteren Oberfläche, um die optische Zielfunktion zu treffen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die erste und die zweite Referenzachse (Γ1, Γ2) jeweils für den ersten und
zweiten Abschnitt der vorderen Oberfläche (Abschnitt1, Abschnitt2) bestimmt werden, und wobei die vordere Ober-
fläche dergestalt modifiziert wird, dass:

- über dem ersten Abschnitt (Abschnitt1), der sphärische Wert (SPH(Γ1)) entlang der ersten Referenzachse
höher als der sphärische Wert (SPH(⊥Γ1)) entlang einer senkrechten Achse zu der ersten Referenzachse
(SPH(Γ1) > (SPH(⊥Γ1)) ist; und
- über dem zweiten Abschnitt (Abschnitt2), der sphärische Wert (3PH(Γ2)) entlang der zweiten Referenzachse
höher als der sphärische Wert (3PH(⊥Γ2)) entlang einer senkrechten Achse zu der zweiten Referenzachse
(SPH(Γ2) > (3PH(⊥Γ2)) ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die erste Referenzachse (Γ1) für den ersten Abschnitt der vorderen Oberfläche
(Abschnittl) bestimmt wird, und wobei die vordere Oberfläche dergestalt modifiziert wird, dass:

- über dem ersten Abschnitt (Abschnitt1), der sphärische Wert (SPH(Γ1)) entlang der ersten Referenzachse
höher als der sphärische Wert (SPH(⊥Γ1)) entlang einer senkrechten Achse zu der ersten Referenzachse
(SPH(Γ1) > (SPH(⊥Γ1)) ist; und
- über dem zweiten Abschnitt (Abschnitt2), der sphärische Wert (SPH(Γ1)) entlang der ersten Referenzachse
höher als der sphärische Wert (SPH(⊥Γ1)) entlang einer senkrechten Achse zu der ersten Referenzachse
(SPH(Γ1) > (SPH(⊥Γ1)) ist.
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4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die zweite Referenzachse (Γ2) für den zweiten Abschnitt der vorderen Oberfläche
(Abschnitt2) bestimmt wird, und wobei die vordere Oberfläche dergestalt modifiziert wird, dass:

- über dem ersten Abschnitt (Abschnitt1), der sphärische Wert (3PH(Γ2)) entlang der zweiten Referenzachse
höher als der sphärische Wert (3PH(⊥Γ2)) entlang einer senkrechten Achse zu der zweiten Referenzachse
(SPH(Γ2) > (3PH(⊥Γ2)) ist; und
- über dem zweiten Abschnitt (Abschnitt2), der sphärische Wert (3PH(Γ2)) entlang der zweiten Referenzachse
höher als der sphärische Wert (3PH(⊥Γ2)) entlang einer senkrechten Achse zu der zweiten Referenzachse
(SPH(Γ2) > (3PH(⊥Γ2)) ist.

5. Verfahren nach den Ansprüchen 3 oder 4, wobei die vordere Oberfläche dergestalt modifiziert wird, dass es sich
bei der vorderen Oberfläche um eine torische Oberfläche mit einer zylindrischen Achse (γAX) an jedem Punkt handelt,
der auf die bestimmte Referenzachse (Γ1) oder (Γ2) eingestellt ist.

6. Verfahren nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei die erste Referenzachse (Γ1) auf die durchschnittliche
Astigmatismusachse (γT) über dem ersten temporalen Abschnitt (Abschnittl) eingestellt ist, und wobei die zweite
Referenzachse (Γ2) auf die mittlere Astigmatismusachse (γN) über dem zweiten nasalen Abschnitt (Abschnitt2)
eingestellt ist.

7. Verfahren nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei jede jeweilige Referenzachse (Γ1, Γ2) durch optische
Optimierung dazu definiert ist, die Distorsion über dem jeweiligen Abschnitt (Abschnitt1, Abschnitt2) zu minimieren.

8. Verfahren nach irgendeinem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die vordere Oberfläche einen oberen Teil, der
durch Schnittpunkte mit Blickrichtungen entsprechend einem negativen Absenkungswinkel (α) gebildet wird, und
einen unteren Teil des Glases hat, der durch Schnittpunkte mit Blickrichtungen entsprechend einem positiven Ab-
senkungswinkel (α) gebildet wird, wobei eine vertikale Achse auf der Grundlage von Mikromarkierungen des Glases
definiert wird,
wobei die vordere Oberfläche auch dergestalt modifiziert wird, dass:

- über dem ersten Abschnitt (Abschnitt1), der mittlere sphärische Wert (SPHmittel) entlang einer beliebigen Linie
parallel zu der vertikalen Achse abnimmt, die von dem oberen Teil zu dem unteren Teil gerichtet ist, und
- über dem zweiten Abschnitt (Abschnitt2), der mittlere sphärische Wert (SPHmittel) entlang einer beliebigen
Linie parallel zu der vertikalen Achse abnimmt, die von dem oberen Teil zu dem unteren Teil gerichtet ist.

9. Gleitsichtbrillenglas, das, wenn es getragen wird und für jede Blickrichtung einen Brechwert (Pα,β), ein Astigmatis-
musmodul (Astα,β) und eine Astigmatismusachse (γα,β) aufweist, wobei jede Blickrichtung einem Absenkungswinkel
(α) und einem Azimutwinkel (β) entspricht,
wobei das Glas eine vordere Oberfläche und eine hintere Oberfläche umfasst, wobei jede Oberfläche an jedem
Punkt einen mittleren sphärischen Wert (SPHmittel), einen zylindrischen Wert (CYL) und eine zylindrische Achse
(γAX) aufweist, wobei es sich bei der zylindrischen Achse um die Achse der maximalen Sphäre handelt,
wobei das Glas umfasst
eine Hauptmeridiane (32), welche das Glas in einen nasalen Bereich (Bereich_nasal) und einen temporalen Bereich
(Bereich_temporal) unterteilt,
wobei die vordere Oberfläche einen Abschnitt1 und einen Abschnitt2 aufweist, wobei der Abschnitt1 auf der vorderen
Oberfläche durch -20 mm < x < -2,5 mm und 4 > y > -11 mm eingeschränkt wird, und der Abschnitt2 auf der vorderen
Oberfläche durch 2,5 mm < x < 20 mm und 4 > y > -11 mm eingeschränkt wird,

- in dem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen Bereichs (Abschnitt1), die zylindrische Achse (γAX_T) der vorderen
Oberfläche zwischen [γT -20°; γT+20°] beträgt, wobei es sich bei γT um die mittlere Astigmatismusachse (γT)
des Glases über dem ersten Abschnitt handelt, die eine Richtung der kleinsten optischen Stärke definiert; oder
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2) die zylindrische Achse (γAX_N) der vorderen
Oberfläche zwischen [γN -20°; γN+20°] beträgt, wobei es sich bei γN um die mittlere Astigmatismusachse (γN)
des Glases über dem zweiten Abschnitt handelt, die eine Richtung der kleinsten optischen Stärke definiert.

10. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach Anspruch 9, wobei die vordere Oberfläche aufweist:

- in dem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen Bereichs (Abschnittl) eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_T), die zwischen
[γT -20°; γT+20°] beträgt, wobei es sich bei γT um die mittlere Astigmatismusachse (γT) des Glases über dem
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ersten Abschnitt handelt; und
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_N), die zwischen
[γN-20°; γN+20°] beträgt, wobei es sich bei γN um die mittlere Astigmatismusachse (γN) des Glases über dem
zweiten Abschnitt handelt.

11. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach Anspruch 9, wobei die vordere Oberfläche aufweist:

- in dem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen Bereichs (Abschnitt1), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_T), die zwischen
[γT-20°; γT+20°] beträgt; und
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_N), die zwischen
[γT-20°; γT+20] beträgt,

wobei es sich bei γT um die mittlere Astigmatismusachse des Glases über dem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen
Bereichs (Abschnittl) handelt.

12. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach Anspruch 9, wobei die vordere Oberfläche aufweist:

- in dem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen Bereichs (Abschnitt1), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_T), die zwischen
[γN-20°; γN+20°] beträgt; und
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_N), die zwischen
[γN-20°; γN+20] beträgt,

wobei es sich bei γN um die mittlere Astigmatismusachse des Glases über dem ersten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs
(Abschnitt2) handelt.

13. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach Anspruch 10, wobei die erste Oberfläche aufweist:

- in dem ersten Abschnitt (Abschnittl) des temporalen Bereichs, eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_T), die zwischen
90° und 180° beträgt; und
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_N) dergestalt, dass
die Winkeldifferenz als absoluter Wert zwischen der zylindrischen Achse in dem ersten Abschnitt (γAX_T) und
der zylindrischen Achse in dem zweiten Abschnitt (γAX_N) größer als 20° (|γAX_T - γAX_N| > 20°) ist, wobei die
zylindrische Achse als die Achse der maximalen Sphäre definiert ist.

14. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach Anspruch 10, wobei die erste Oberfläche aufweist:

- in dem ersten Abschnitt (Abschnittl) des temporalen Bereichs, eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_T), die gleichwertig
155° plus oder minus 20° ist, und
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_N), die gleichwertig
27° plus oder minus 20° ist.

15. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach Anspruch 11, wobei die erste Oberfläche aufweist:

- in dem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen Bereichs (Abschnitt1), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_T), die zwischen
0° und 90° beträgt; und
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_N) die zwischen 0°
und 90° beträgt und dergestalt, dass die Winkeldifferenz als absoluter Wert zwischen der zylindrischen Achse
in dem ersten Abschnitt (γAX_T) und der zylindrischen Achse in dem zweiten Abschnitt (γAX_N) größer als 20°
(|γAX_T - γAX_N| > 20°) ist, wobei die zylindrische Achse als die Achse der maximalen Sphäre definiert ist.

16. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach Anspruch 10, wobei die erste Oberfläche aufweist:

- in dem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen Bereichs (Abschnitt1), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_T), die zwischen
0° und 70° beträgt; und
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_N), die zwischen
0° und 70° beträgt, wobei die zylindrische Achse als die Achse der maximalen Sphäre definiert ist.

17. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach Anspruch 10, wobei die erste Oberfläche aufweist:
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- in dem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen Bereichs (Abschnitt1), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_T), die zwischen
110° und 180° beträgt; und
- in dem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), eine zylindrische Achse (γAX_N), die zwischen
110° und 180° beträgt, wobei die zylindrische Achse als die Achse der maximalen Sphäre definiert ist.

18. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche 11 oder 12, wobei es sich bei der vorderen Oberfläche um
eine torische Oberfläche handelt.

19. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche 9 bis 18, wobei das Glas, wenn es getragen wird, einen oberen
Teil, der für Blickrichtungen entsprechend einem negativen Absenkungswinkel (α) definiert ist, und einen unteren
Teil hat, der für Blickrichtungen entsprechend einem positiven Absenkungswinkel (α) definiert ist, wobei eine vertikale
Achse auf der Grundlage von Mikromarkierungen des Glases definiert ist, und wobei die vordere Oberfläche Fol-
gendes aufweist:

- in mindestens einem ersten Abschnitt des temporalen Bereichs (Abschnitt1), einen mittleren sphärischen Wert
(SPHmittel), der entlang einer beliebigen Linie parallel zu der vertikalen Achse abnimmt, die von dem oberen
Teil zu dem unteren Teil gerichtet ist;
- in mindestens einem zweiten Abschnitt des nasalen Bereichs (Abschnitt2), einen mittleren sphärischen Wert
(SPHmittel), der entlang einer beliebigen Linie parallel zu der vertikalen Achse abnimmt, die von dem oberen
Teil zu dem unteren Teil gerichtet ist.

20. Gleitsichtbrillenglas nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche 9 bis 19, wobei die vordere Oberfläche einen mittleren sphä-
rischen Wert aufweist, der im Wesentlichen entlang der Meridiane konstant bleibt.

21. Computerprogrammprodukt, eine oder mehrere gespeicherte Anweisungssequenz/en umfassend, die für einen
Prozessor zugänglich ist/sind, und welche, wenn sie durch den Prozessor ausgeführt wird/werden, den Prozessor
veranlasst/veranlassen, die Schritte von irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8 auszuführen.

22. Computerlesbares Medium, mit dem eine oder mehrere Anweisungssequenz/en des Computerprogrammproduktes
nach Anspruch 21 ausgeführt wird/werden.

23. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Gleitsichtbrillenglases, die nachfolgenden Schritte umfassend:

- Bereitstellen von Daten bezüglich der Augen eines Brillenträgers,
- Übertragen von Daten bezüglich des Brillenträgers,
- Bestimmen einer vorderen Oberfläche und einer hinteren Oberfläche eines Glases gemäß dem Verfahren
nach irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8,
- Übertragen von Daten bezüglich der vorderen Oberfläche und der hinteren Oberfläche,
- Herstellen des Gleitsichtbrillenglases gemäß den Daten bezüglich der vorderen Oberfläche und der hinteren
Oberfläche.

Revendications

1. Procédé de détermination d’un verre ophtalmique progressif pour un porteur, le verre comprenant un méridien
principal (32) séparant le verre en une zone nasale (Zone_nasale) et une zone temporale (Zone_temporale),
le procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- choisir une fonction optique cible représentant la performance à atteindre adaptée au porteur pour une pres-
cription comprenant une valeur de puissance en vision de loin et une addition représentant l’incrément de
puissance entre la vision de loin et la vision de près et éventuellement une prescription d’astigmatisme, la
fonction optique cible définissant, pour chaque direction du regard quand le verre est porté, une puissance
réfractive (Pα,β), un module d’astigmatisme (Astα,β) et un axe d’astigmatisme (γα,β), chaque direction du regard
correspondant à un angle d’inclinaison (α) et à un angle d’azimut (β) ;
- définir une surface avant du verre et une surface arrière du verre, chaque surface ayant en chaque point une
valeur sphérique moyenne (SPHmoyenne), une valeur cylindrique (CYL) et un axe cylindrique (γAX) ;
- définir au moins une première partie (Partie1) dans la zone temporale (Zone_temporale) et au moins une
deuxième partie (Partie2) dans la zone nasale (Zone_nasale), lesdites parties étant définies lorsqu’on considère
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la vision centrale, la première partie (Partie1) dans la zone temporale étant délimitée par des directions du
regard de 0° < α < 30° et -40° < β < -5° et de telle sorte que l’astigmatisme résultant dans ladite partie est
supérieur à 0,50 dioptrie, et la deuxième partie (Partie2) dans la zone nasale étant délimitée par des directions
du regard de 0° < α < 30° et 5° < β < 40° et de telle sorte que l’astigmatisme résultant dans ladite partie est
supérieur à 0,50 dioptrie ;
- pour la première et/ou la deuxième partie de la surface avant (Partiel, Partie2), déterminer respectivement un
premier ou un deuxième axe de référence (Γ1, Γ2), le premier axe de référence (Γ1) étant réglé à une valeur
comprise entre [γT - 20°, γT + 20°] avec γT étant l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme de la fonction optique cible pour
des directions du regard coupant la surface avant sur la première partie temporale (Partiel), et le deuxième axe
de référence (Γ2) étant réglé à une valeur comprise entre [γN - 20°, γN + 20°] avec γN étant l’axe moyen d’as-
tigmatisme de la fonction optique cible pour des directions du regard coupant la surface avant sur la deuxième
partie nasale (Partie2), l’axe moyen (γT, γN) d’astigmatisme de la fonction optique cible définissant une direction
de plus faible puissance optique ;
- modifier la surface avant de telle sorte que :

- sur la première partie (Partiel), la valeur sphérique (SPH(Γ1)) de la surface avant le long du premier axe
de référence soit supérieure à la valeur sphérique (SPH(⊥Γ1)) de la surface avant le long d’un axe perpen-
diculaire au premier axe de référence (SPH(Γ1) > SPH(⊥Γ1)) ; ou
- sur la deuxième partie (Partie2), la valeur sphérique (SPH(Γ2)) de la surface avant le long du deuxième
axe de référence soit supérieure à la valeur sphérique (SPH(⊥Γ2)) de la surface avant le long d’un axe
perpendiculaire au deuxième axe de référence (3PH(Γ2) > (SPH(⊥Γ2)) ;

- modifier la surface arrière pour satisfaire la fonction optique cible.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le premier et le deuxième axe de référence (Γ1, Γ2) sont respectivement
déterminés pour la première et la deuxième partie de la surface avant (Partie1, Partie2) et dans lequel la surface
avant est modifiée de telle sorte que :

- sur la première partie (Partie1), la valeur sphérique (SPH(Γ1)) le long du premier axe de référence est supérieure
à la valeur sphérique (SPH(⊥Γ1)) le long d’un axe perpendiculaire au premier axe de référence (SPH(Γ1) >
SPH(⊥Γ1)) ; et
- sur la deuxième partie (Partie2), la valeur sphérique (SPH(Γ2)) le long du deuxième axe de référence est
supérieure à la valeur sphérique (SPH(⊥Γ2)) le long d’un axe perpendiculaire au deuxième axe de référence
(SPH(Γ2) > (SPH(⊥Γ2)).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le premier axe de référence (Γ1) est déterminé pour la première partie
de la surface avant (Partiel) et dans lequel la surface avant est modifiée de telle sorte que :

- sur la première partie (Partie1), la valeur sphérique (SPH(Γ1)) le long du premier axe de référence est supérieure
à la valeur sphérique (SPH(⊥Γ1)) le long d’un axe perpendiculaire au premier axe de référence (SPH(Γ1) >
SPH(⊥Γ1)) ; et
- sur la deuxième partie (Partie2), la valeur sphérique (SPH(Γ1)) le long du premier axe de référence est
supérieure à la valeur sphérique (SPH(⊥Γ1)) le long d’un axe perpendiculaire au premier axe de référence
(SPH(Γ1) > (SPH(⊥Γ1)).

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le deuxième axe de référence (Γ2) est déterminé pour la deuxième
partie de la surface avant (Partie2) et dans lequel la surface avant est modifiée de telle sorte que :

- sur la première partie (Partie1), la valeur sphérique (SPH(Γ2)) le long du deuxième axe de référence est
supérieure à la valeur sphérique (SPH(⊥Γ2)) le long d’un axe perpendiculaire au deuxième axe de référence
(SPH(Γ2) > SPH(⊥Γ2)) ; et
- sur la deuxième partie (Partie2), la valeur sphérique (SPH(Γ2)) le long du deuxième axe de référence est
supérieure à la valeur sphérique (SPH(⊥Γ2)) le long d’un axe perpendiculaire au deuxième axe de référence
(SPH(Γ2) > (SPH(⊥Γ2)).

5. Procédé selon les revendications 3 ou 4, dans lequel la surface avant est modifiée de telle sorte que la surface
avant est une surface torique avec un axe cylindrique (γAX) en chaque point réglé sur l’axe de référence déterminé
(Γ1 ou Γ2).
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6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel le premier axe de référence (Γ1) est réglé
sur l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme (γT) sur la première partie temporale (Partiel) et dans lequel le deuxième axe de
référence (Γ2) est réglé sur l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme (γN) sur la deuxième partie nasale (Partie2).

7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel chaque axe de référence respectif (Γ1, Γ2)
est défini par optimisation optique pour minimiser la distorsion sur la partie respective (Partie1, Partie2).

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la surface avant a une partie supérieure
constituée par des points d’intersection avec des directions du regard correspondant à un angle d’inclinaison négatif
(α) et une partie inférieure du verre constituée par des points d’intersection avec des directions du regard corres-
pondant à un angle d’inclinaison positif (α), un axe vertical étant défini sur la base de micromarques du verre, la
surface avant étant également modifiée de telle sorte que :

- sur la première partie (Partie1), la valeur sphérique moyenne (SPHmoyenne) diminue le long de toute ligne
parallèle à l’axe vertical orientée de la partie supérieure à la partie inférieure, et
- sur la deuxième partie (Partie2), la valeur sphérique moyenne (SPHmoyenne) diminue le long de toute ligne
parallèle à l’axe vertical orientée de la partie supérieure à la partie inférieure.

9. Verre ophtalmique progressif ayant, lorsqu’il est porté et pour chaque direction du regard, une puissance réfractive
(Pα,β), un module d’astigmatisme (Astα,β) et un axe d’astigmatisme (γα,β), chaque direction du regard correspondant
à un angle d’inclinaison (α) et à un angle d’azimut (β),
le verre comprenant une surface avant et une surface arrière, chaque surface ayant en chaque point une valeur
sphérique moyenne (SPHmoyenne), une valeur cylindrique (CYL) et un axe cylindrique (γAX), l’axe cylindrique étant
l’axe de la sphère maximale,
le verre comprenant
un méridien principal (32) séparant le verre en une zone nasale (Zone_nasale) et une zone temporale
(Zone_temporale),
dans lequel la surface avant a une Partiel et une Partie2, la Partiel étant délimitée sur la surface avant par -20 mm
< x < -2,5 mm et 4 > y > -11 mm et la Partie2 étant délimitée sur la surface avant par 2,5 mm < x < 20 mm et 4 > y
> -11 mm,

- dans la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), l’axe cylindrique (γAX_T) de la surface avant est compris
entre [γT-20° ; γT+20°], γT étant l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme (γT) du verre sur la première partie définissant une
direction de plus faible puissance optique ; ou
- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), l’axe cylindrique (γAX_N) de la surface avant est compris
entre [γT-20° ; γT+20°], γN étant l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme (γN) du verre sur la deuxième partie définissant
une direction de plus faible puissance optique.

10. Verre ophtalmique progressif de la revendication 9, dans lequel la surface avant a :

- dans la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), un axe cylindrique (γAX_T) qui est compris entre [γT-
20° ; γT+20°], γT étant l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme (γT) du verre sur la première partie ; et
- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), un axe cylindrique (γAX_N) qui est compris entre [γT-20° ;
γT+20°], γN étant l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme (γN) du verre sur la deuxième partie.

11. Verre ophtalmique progressif de la revendication 9, dans lequel la surface avant a :

- dans la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), un axe cylindrique (γAX_T) qui est compris entre [γT-
20° ; γT+20°] ; et
- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), un axe cylindrique (γAX_N) qui est compris entre [γT-20° ;
γT+20],

γT étant l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme du verre sur la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1).

12. Verre ophtalmique progressif de la revendication 9, dans lequel la surface avant a :

- dans la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), un axe cylindrique (γAX_T) qui est compris entre [γN-
20° ; γN+20°] ; et
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- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), un axe cylindrique (γAX_N) qui est compris entre [γN-20° ;
γN+20],

γN étant l’axe moyen d’astigmatisme du verre sur la première partie de la zone nasale (Partie2).

13. Verre ophtalmique progressif de la revendication 10, dans lequel la première surface a :

- dans la première partie (Partie1) de la zone temporale, un axe cylindrique (γAX_T) compris entre 90° et 180° ; et
- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), un axe cylindrique (γAX_N) tel que la différence d’angle
en valeur absolue entre l’axe cylindrique dans la première partie (γAX_T) et l’axe cylindrique dans la deuxième
partie (γAX_N) est supérieure à 20° (|γAX_T - γAX_N| > 20°), l’axe cylindrique étant défini comme l’axe de la sphère
maximale.

14. Verre ophtalmique progressif de la revendication 10, dans lequel la première surface a :

- dans la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), un axe cylindrique (γAX_T) égal à 155° plus ou moins
20°, et
- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), un axe cylindrique (γAX_N) égal à 27° plus ou moins 20°.

15. Verre ophtalmique progressif de la revendication 11, dans lequel la première surface a :

- dans la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), un axe cylindrique (γAX_T) compris entre 0° et 90° ; et
- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), un axe cylindrique (γAX_N) compris entre 0° et 90° et tel
que la différence d’angle en valeur absolue entre l’axe cylindrique dans la première partie (γAX_T) et l’axe
cylindrique dans la deuxième partie (γAX_N) est supérieure à 20° (|γAX_T - γAX_N| > 20°), l’axe cylindrique étant
défini comme l’axe de la sphère maximale.

16. Verre ophtalmique progressif de la revendication 10, dans lequel la première surface a :

- dans la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), un axe cylindrique (γAX_T) compris entre 0° et 70° ; et
- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), un axe cylindrique (γAX_N) compris entre 0° et 70°, l’axe
cylindrique étant défini comme l’axe de la sphère maximale.

17. Verre ophtalmique progressif de la revendication 10, dans lequel la première surface a :

- dans la première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), un axe cylindrique (γAX_T) compris entre 110° et 180° ; et
- dans la deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), un axe cylindrique (γAX_N) compris entre 110° et 180°,
l’axe cylindrique étant défini comme l’axe de la sphère maximale.

18. Verre ophtalmique progressif selon l’une quelconque des revendications 11 ou 12, dans lequel la surface avant est
une surface torique.

19. Verre ophtalmique progressif selon l’une quelconque des revendications 9 à 18, le verre ayant, lorsqu’il est porté,
une partie supérieure définie pour des directions du regard correspondant à un angle d’inclinaison négatif (α) et
une partie inférieure définie pour des directions du regard correspondant à un angle d’inclinaison positif (α), un axe
vertical étant défini sur la base de micromarques du verre, et la surface avant ayant :

- dans au moins une première partie de la zone temporale (Partie1), une valeur sphérique moyenne (SPHmoyenne)
qui diminue le long de toute ligne parallèle à l’axe vertical orientée de la partie supérieure à la partie inférieure ;
- dans au moins une deuxième partie de la zone nasale (Partie2), une valeur sphérique moyenne (SPHmoyenne)
qui diminue le long de toute ligne parallèle à l’axe vertical orientée de la partie supérieure à la partie inférieure.

20. Verre ophtalmique progressif de l’une quelconque des revendications 9 à 19, dans lequel la surface avant a une
valeur sphérique moyenne qui reste sensiblement constante le long du méridien.

21. Produit-programme informatique comprenant une ou plusieurs séquences d’instructions stockées qui sont acces-
sibles à un processeur et qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par le processeur, conduisent le processeur à réaliser les
étapes de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8.
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22. Support lisible par ordinateur portant une ou plusieurs séquences d’instructions du produit-programme informatique
de la revendication 21.

23. Procédé de fabrication d’un verre ophtalmique progressif, comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- se procurer des données relatives aux yeux d’un porteur,
- transmettre des données relatives au porteur,
- déterminer une surface avant et une surface arrière d’un verre conformément au procédé de l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 8,
- transmettre des données relatives à la surface avant et la surface arrière,
- fabriquer le verre ophtalmique progressif en fonction des données relatives à la surface avant et la surface
arrière.
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